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Abstract
The focus of the thesis is to reveal how the built environment of West Alexander has

emerged and fostered a neighbourhood complexity, characterizedby diversity and vitality.

In turn, how can design strategies in architecture and planning recognize and support this

nei ghbourhood compl exity ?

The thesis examines:

1) the vitality and diversity inherent in the traditional urban neighbourhood using the

case study of West Alexander.

2) the limitations of modern orthodox planning and architecture in recognizing the

complexity of traditional urban neighbourhoods.

3) design methodologies which identify the diversity and rich vitality of the traditional

neighbourhood.

West Alexander is a traditional neighbourhood with a rich urban fabric characterized

by a diversity of coexisting residential, commercial, and industrial activity. The thesis

maintains that the loss of the inherent richness in the built environment of West Alexander,

was partially due to the rational comprehensive planning imposed upon the city of

separating residential, commercial, and industrial activity into homogeneous areas. In turn,

these plans were limited in recognizing the complexity of coexisting residential,

commercial, and industrial activity in the neighbourhood of \ù/est Alexander.

This argument is developed by contrasting the proposals of Urban Renewal for West

Alexander during the 1950's, which dismissed the diversity of West Alexander as a

neighbourhood in decline. In contrast the thesis recognizes diversity as a vital part of a

neighbourhood's complex rich urban fabric. Furthermore, in light of this contrast, this

thesis illustrates that in order for the built environment of West Alexander to continue and

foster this complexity, precedents of modern orthodox architecture and planning can not

continue to be used. Instead, a view that recognizes and places emphasis on the

interwoven relationships between the built environment and inhabitants is needed to foster

nei ghbourhood complexity.



As a result of this discourse, the thesis develops a methodology that reveals the

neighbourhood of West Alexander as shaped by historical events and the ingenious

adaptations of inhabitants to the built environment. In turn, this documentation can be

applied to future architectural and planning interventions.
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lntroduction

West Alexander is a Winnipeg inner city neighbourhood with a population of 7000

people. It is located in a area of inner city Winnipeg bounded by Arlington Street to the

west, Isabel Street to the east, Logan Avenue to the north and Notre Dame Avenue to the

south, as illustrated in Figure 1. West Alexander contains numerous commercial and

industrial establishments that serve the Iocal residents as well as the regional population of

the City of Winnipeg and the Province of Manitoba. West Alexander has a significantly

higher population density to that of the City of Winnipeg which averages of 25 persons per

acre. West Alexander averages 47 persons per acre. This higher density illustrates that

West Alexander's building stock is multi-level. Conditions of buildings in West

Alexander, considering that 50Vo of building were built prior to I92O and 75Vo of the

remaining building were built before 1945, are in fair condition, only requiring electrical

and mechanical upgrading. Generally buildings in West Alexander have been occupied and

maintained.

Fig. I Dou'ntou'n



There are six distinct commercial corridors in West Alexander: Notre Dame, William,

Logan Avenue,lsabel, Sherbrook, and Arlington Street, as illustrated in Figure 2. Some

commercial development is interspersed with other uses within the primarily residential

areas but only serves the immediate neighbourhood. Industrial uses are scattered among

commercial corridors. The two major concentrations of industrial development are in the

southeast and northwest corners of the neighbourhood, anchored with the City of
Winnipeg Works Yards and the Health Sciences Center (HSC).
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Fig 2 Streets and blocks map of West Alexander

West Alexander residents have the opportunity to work within the neighbourhood; the

city works yards, the Health Sciences Center, the Weston Bakery and a host of other small

commercial and industrial establishments. Also within the neighbourhood residents can

walk to 'Norm and Nates'for a coffee, to Nelson's hardware store to pick up a rubber

washer for a leaky faucet, to the Royal Bank to resolve financial matters, to Wally's or

Carlos's for a litre of milk, to Independent Fisheries for some salted halibut, or drive to

Westrock Battery to check out the electrical system in their car and to the Health Sciences

Center for an appointment with a specialist. This diversity provides the neighbourhood

with vitality throughout the day.
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West Alexander is a place where people live and work. The viølity that has emerged

from this interrelationship has created a built environment that has physical and social

diversity. Its history demonstrates a neighbourhood that has endured many years of

growth and decline. To this day, the neighborhood continues to demonstrate the vitality

that emerges from its diversity. However, over the past 40 years, West Alexander has

been the host to many planning initiatives, as well as the subject of planning reports with

the objective of improving the neighbourhood. In these initiatives and reports West

Alexander is described generally as a deteriorated social and built environment. However,

even in these reports, the vitality of the neighbourhood has been recognized.

"lt is most important to recognize that there is considerable vitalìt1,in the area, even though

i1 is suppressed and potential, rather than overt and active. The fact that it has been able 1o

survit e for more than fifty' ,vears u,ithout complete deterioration and demise is proof of that

viability.l

It is the purpose of this thesis, to determine and understand the neighbourhood

complexity of V/est Alexander. In turn, understand why such planning reports and

initiatives have been limited in recognizing the viability of the neighbourhood's built

environment. Recently, however, built environments such as West Alexander with diverse

social and physical characteristics have been recognized. As a result, this thesis will

present these views as an alternative to the past orthodox architecture and planning concepts

of neighbourhoods.

Although the disciplines of architecture and planning have turned to re-examine the

basic concepts of orthodox city planning and architecture, these concepts still continue to

dominate the basic views of architects and city planners today. Within these modern

orthodox concepts, are principles of functionality, efficiency, segregation, homogeneity

and order. The objective of these orthodox concepts, are to create better environments for

living by separating different residential, recreational, commercial and industrial activities

into ordered arrangements. This is believed to allow separate activities to interact without

City'of Winnipeg, 'Department of Housing and Urban Renew'al'. Interim Report, Urban

Renevyal Scheme, Urban Reneu'al Area 2. p.5
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conflicting with each other. However, to understand the meaning of these principles and

concepts of orthodox planning and architecture a brief background of the context which

fostered these ideas needs to be described.

Nineteenth century cities witnessed the climax of the industrial revolution and with it

the process of urbanization. The uncontrollable influx of rural population flooding the

cities in search of employment resulted in deplorable overcrowded living conditions.

Industrialization had fostered great inequalities by exploiting for profit whatever did not

have to be paid for, such as housing, roads, air, water and workers'health. In essence the

industrial city was unregulated with the exception of fire and safety building practices

which had been in effect for several centuries. With the exception of minimum standards

established by Fire and Safety by-laws for window sizes, doorway heights, street widths,

yard sizes and building heights, no other regulations existed to regulate housing,

population density and health and safety.

With these conditions came reactions from Governments, historians and social

reformers and a variety of political, social, and philosophical ideas emerged. A common

reaction to the blight of the industrial city was the need to regulate and control the built

environment of the city. Governments sought regulative mechanisms of legislation to

correct the urban ills. For instance the development of zoning, building codes, land use

regulation, Public Health and sanitation acts.

Historians romanticized the return to the past. Neo-classicism movement of order,

efficiency, aesthetics and functionality was set out in grand splendor by the examples of

Haussmann's reorganization of Paris and Chicago's Colombian World's Fair of 1893.

The design of the grounds and buildings in these examples stimulated a surge of interest in

the beautification of cities. Since these were a product of a single comprehensive plan, the

conclusion was drawn that if this is what can be achieved with comprehensive planning,

then it clearly was the answer to make all cities beautiful.

Social reformers sought to change society through creating ideal communities. The

resolution of congestion of cities and the isolation of rural life was resolved in autonomous

new communities as proposed by Ebenezer Howard which he called the Garden City.



Accompanying the social change was the increase use of the automobile, both by

industry and the public. With this came a great pressure to establish safe and efficient road

ways which would enable vehicular traffic to move quickly between cities and their
industries. With the coming of these roadways came the opportunity to get away faster and

further from the city.

Planning concepts that promoted the idea of creating satellite communities in contact

with nature, gained social acceptance. The automobile allowed people to establish new

residences outside of the city. However, along these new roadways new residences were

often built haphazardly.z Ebenezer Howard, in his book 'A Peaceful Path to Social

Reform', published in 1898, set out a satellite town which he called a 'Garden City'.
(Figure 3).
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Fi g.3 Ebenezer Horvard, Garden Ciry*.

The Garden City concept comprised 6000 acres,32,000 inhabitants in a low density,

radial pattern of six boulevards that formed six wards to provide the basis of local

Paul and Percival Goodman. 'Communitas'. pp 25-56
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government and community services. Howard professed, that one Garden City would be

self-sufficient in terms of employment, industry, commerce and agricultural production.

As a reaction to these road side settlements, the fìrst Garden City concept was put into

practice, known as Letchworth in Hertfordshire near London . However, Letchworth

differed from the original Garden City plans where residences were to be near the factories

and planned in conjunction with them. In reality, Letchworth became a residential

settlement isolated from industries, hence, the phenomena of suburbanism was

perpetuated.

Another ideas surfaced based on decentralization of urban functions such as

developed by American Architect Frank Lloyd Wright's concept of Broadacre City in 1932.

Broadacre City advocated a return to the land with urban functions decentralized with no

recognizable center, really no city at all. (Figure 4)

Fig.4 Frank Llol''d Wright, Broadacre Cit¡,
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Its central feature was a wide, democratic landscape which would come to replace all

existing towns and cities across America. Broadacre was democratic because it was

decentralized allowing for individual property ownership. Wright had written; the machine

was to make life free, happier, more joyous. Broadacre was he hoped, the means by

which this could be achieved. The automobile expressway became the means of

connecting the different functions of city, government, industry, recreation and residents.

Wright's idea is believed to be an influence on the concept of low-density American

suburban developments with sprawling ranch houses on quarter acre lots, however isolated

from the organic and democratic ideals that he intended.

In 1933 Le Corbusier, a Swiss architect & planner, proposed the Radiant City.

Based on the linear system, seeking to ease congestion, he freed the ground to be used as

parks by the use of 60 storey skyscrapers and elevated wide highways. Le Corbusier ideas

are sometimes held as a source of the modern landscape arrangements of apartments

buildings in ordered regular rows.(Figure 5)

-tt------ì 
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Fig.5 Le Corbusier, Radiant City.
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Within all three of these modern orthodox concepts, are principles of functionality,

efficiency, segregation, homogeneity and order. Their objectives were to create better

environments for living by separating different functions of the city into ordered

arrangements. It was believed these separate functions would interact without intedering

with each other, as opposed to the congestion and blight of the industrial city. In addition,

these plans gave way to studies of minimum living standards, optimum density, right

orientation for sunlight, space for parks and traffic planning. At the same time, these plans

commented on the physical conditions of the city, as well as, the process and amenity of

working conditions. These concepts became an influence on the physical representation of

a social movement.

The influence of these concepts on modern city planning and architecture is observed

in the objective that society should produce the greatest good for the greatest number. This

utilitarian outlook provided a rationalization for the professions of City Planning and

Architectu¡e to clear industrial cities and to restore and ensure the development of

comprehensive master plans. This also provided the logical underpinning of promoting

functionality, effìciency, segregation, homogeneity and order in implementing these

comprehensive plans. These plans set out the vision of the city for determined periods of

time, such as a period of 5 years. In these plans, municipal governments articulate policies

for many departments, such as: health and safety, housing, highways, public

transportation, urban and rural development, building fìre safety, public works and parks

and recreation. All these departments have policies that regulate how a modern city will

develop. 'With this development the need for control is attained by land use regulations and

zoning.

The practice of sorting out land use, has become the city planning tool of Land Use

Zoning3. Most cities across North America illustrate the separation of residential,

commercial and industrial activities into homogeneous land use zones of cities. For

instance, neighbourhoods are planned as homogeneous residential zones, separate from

Zoníng, is the practice of allocating different areas of cities for different uses, each of u,hich
only specified uses are permitted. Edvuard Relph. The Modern l:ndscape'. pp.67-69
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commercial and industrial land use. This ability to control land use has immediate effects in

regulating building activity and organizes a city into a coherent system of land use districts.

North America then entered a stage of reflex from not fleeing from the center of the

city, but opening out to relieve its congestion, and bring the'Garden City' to the center.

This movement became known as'Urban Renewal'. With Urban Renewal, also came the

concepts of zoning and traffic planning. As a result, mixed use inner city neighbourhoods

with their diversity of activities, were at odds with the municipal intents for the city as a

whole. Neighbourhoods such as West Alexander, were viewed as inefficient for the

modern requirements of cities. Thus large vehicular freeway exchanges were built through

and over these inner city neighbourhoods to meet the demand of moving people and goods

from specialized zone to specialized zone, in a efficient and ordered manner.

Consequently, these neighbourhoods were zoned into commercial and industrial uses as an

attempt to attract these activities and to discourage residential development.

Because mixed use inner city neighbourhoods such as \ù/est Alexander approximated

the Industrial City charactenzation, these neighbourhoods have quickly become undesirable

neighbourhoods as seen by planners, architects, lawyers, city counselors, and land

developers. As a result, these older neighbourhoods have continually felt the influence of

planned interventions that are driven by orthodox architecture and planning concepts.

Orthodox architecture and planning concepts never did completely manifest

themselves in the neighbourhood of 'West Alexander. However, many of the attitudes are

entrenched in municipal government, and to this day continue to influence the views of

many professionals and the public population at large. A view commonly held by planners

and architects, is the desire for single use neighbourhoods and buildings. Yet time after

time, these planned processes which continue to foster these views, face strong opposition

by inner city residents fighting against such proposals and forces in their neighbourhoods.

Most recently, the Canadian Tire Corporation planned to expand their inner city store

which entailed the demolition of existing homes. Yet, residents did not react to the co-

existence of commercial, industrial and residential uses. In fact, residents, in their

opposition to the Canadian Tire expansion, voiced their desire for the mixed use, but

I



expressed their opposition of commercial and industrial expansion that does not try to co-

exist and recognize the residential characteristics of the neighbourhood.4 In essence, the

concerns of the residents demonstrate the desire for the coexistence of mixed use activities

and people.

Yet, in reflecting these concepts of orthodox architecture and planning on a

neighbourhood such as West Alexander, there appears to be something missing. A

neighbourhood is not only about creating built environments that are based on principles of

functionality, effìciency, segregation, homogeneity and order, but also in providing an

interwoven variety of experiences for its inhabitants. This involves a diversity of mixed

land uses, building forms and activities as experienced in'West Alexander.

Orthodox views remain limited in recognizing diversity as part of a vital

neighbourhood. 'Neighbourhood Complexity', the title of this thesis, refers to the

interrelationships between inhabitant and their neighbourhood built environment. Within

this description, we have words such as 'interrelationships', 'inhabitant', and 'built

environment' which also must be described in order to understand 'Neighbourhood

Complexity'. Built environment refers to the human constructed context of a

neighbourhood, its streets. its sidewalks, its yards and its buildings. Interrelationships

refers to the interconnection of peoples' activities within their built environment, where the

form of the built environment reflects the activities of the inhabitants. Inhabitants refers to

the people using the built environment . By bringing these three words together in a

description, 'Neighbourhood Complexity' emerges as a dynamic state of the.built

environment fostered by the vitality of inhabitants activities.

Refer to The cit;- of Winnipeg , Cit¡'Centre-Fort Rouge Communit-v Committee, File No.

Daz252l9l, for detarl account of issues and events
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Thesis Statement

This thesis emerged as a result of the experience of growing up in the neighbourhood

of WestAlexander. This experience, coupled with recent methodologies in architecture on

the subject of the interrelationships between inhabitants and their built environment, has

allowed the thesis to draw three observations that reflect the belief system in this thesis.

The first is that the spatial form of West Alexander's built environment reflects a

complex interrelationship between the inhabitants and the built environment.

The complexity that has evolved from this interrelationship has fostered the

diversity and vitality of West Alexander.

The second is that design theories of orthodox modern architecture and planning are

limited in recognizing complexity and have simplified the complex

interrelationships that exist between inhabitant and their built environment, as

demonstrated by Urban renewal and revitalization programs in West Alexander.

The third West Alexander's built environment cannot be understood by the precedents

of modern orthodox architecture and planning. This neighbourhood must be

understood by a view that places emphasizes on the interrelationships between

the form of the built environment and the inhabitants social, cultural and

historical context in that environment.

The question of whether or not a neighbourhood serves the purpose of the inhabitants

cannot be answered without first understanding interrelationships between the inhabitants

and their built environment . Only from gaining this understanding, can architects and

planners intervene into the built environment of a neighbourhood. This thesis will

demonstrate an approach that architects, as well as planners, can use in recognizing and

fostering built environments that exhibit diversity. In addition, it will also illustrate that the

interrelationships between inhabitant and built environment, as found in the neighbourhood

of West Alexander, fosters diversity and vitality. Its complexity is not chaotic. Rather it is

complex, reflecting the interwoven nature that evolves between the inhabitants and their

built environment.

11



T hesis F orm.

The thesis takes the form of an inquiry which has three parts: First, to establish the

dialectical arguments between an orthodox view and a view that recognizes complexity in

the neighbourhood of West Alexander. Second, to present alternative views to the

deterministic and reductionist methodologies of modern orthodox architecture and

planning. Third, to apply these alternative views and methodologies in understanding the

neighbourhood complexity of West Alexander's built environment. The scope of the

inquiry is divided into eight chapters and a concluding chapter:

PART ONE

Chapter 1, Titled 'West Alexander, a Chaotic Neighbourhood' illustrates the views of

Urban Renewal in West Alexander. This will demonstrate that West Alexander,

in the view of this program, is a neighbourhood in decline. The perceptual and

land use diversity are all seen as causes for a neighbourhood to decline.

Chapter 2 Titled, 'West Alexander, a Vital Neighbourhood', illustrates a view of the

neighbourhood which sees the diversity of the built environment as part of a

vital neighbourhood. In recognizing this diversity, this view illustrates vitality

as emerging from the interrelationships between inhabitant and the built

environment.

Chapter 3 Titled, 'A New Paradigm' develops a contrast between the two views

described in the previous chapters to illustrate the limitation of modern orthodox

planning and architecture. In illustrating these limitations, emerging views that

address these limitations are described to demonstrate the emergence of a more

sensitive view towards complexity in the built environment.

12



PARTTWO

Chapter 4 Titled, 'Alternative Methodologies' presents two alternative methodologies

in architecture of Stitching Architects' Research (SAR) and Anne Vernez

Moudon which have recognized the complexity of the built environment. The

objective of this review is to present precedent for viewing the complexity of the

built environment, in order to establish the methodology for the inquiry into the

interrelationships between inhabitant and built environment of West Alexander.

Chapter 5 Titled, ' Methodology for an Inquiry into West Alexander' describes the

methodology of inquiry into the built environment of West Alexander based on

the alternative methodologies presented in the previous chapter.

PART THREE

Chapter 6 Titled, 'lnhabitants Have No Control' illustrates the aspects of the built

environment of West Alexander that are predominantly a result of planned

public action. The purpose of the chapter, is to establish the elements of the

built environment that are not in the control of the individual inhabitant.

Chapter 7 Titled, 'lnhabitants Have Some Control' illustrates the aspects of the built

environment of West Alexander, which have been the result of the interaction

between planned public action and the individual inhabitant. The purpose of

this chapter is to establish the elements of the built environment that are shared

by both the planned public and individual inhabitant'

Chapter 8 Titled, 'Inhabitants in Control' illustrates the aspects of the built

environment of West Alexander which have been in the control of the individual

inhabitant. The purpose of this chapter is to establish the elements of the built

environment that have resulted from the action of the individual inhabitants.
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Conclusions: Adaptation of Form illustrates a process of documentation, which

provides both a method for analyzing and for the development of design guide-

lines of future developments in the built environment of rüy'est Alexander. In

addition, the conclusion provides an example of how this methodology can be

integrated into City of Winnipeg's Planning Policies.
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Part One

Chapter One:

West Alexander a Chaotic Neighbourhood

This chapter illustrates the City of \ù/innipeg's Urban Renewal Programs for West

Alexander. It will demonstrate that West Alexander in the view of Urban Renewal, was a

neighbourhood in decline. Its diversity of land uses, perceptual diversity and diversity of

decision processes, were all viewed as reasons for the neighbourhood's deterioration.

According to the views documented by 'Urban Renewal' in 1957, the inner city

neighbourhoods of West Alexander and Lord Selkirk Park were in need of mass

redevelopment. As described in the following quote, the neighbourhood of West

Alexander no longer met the requirements of a modern city.

Both areas suffer from the same problems: they' are old and not designed for modern traffic
conditions, but being situated at the edge ofthe presenl Cenlre they are areas through rvhich is
an increasingly' hear'1' traflic f]ou'. Mirture ol land uses is here seen at its rvorst - - buildings
are run dou'n, and housing conditions subsundard.6

The objectives of Urban Renewal, were to reorganize the neighbourhood of 'West

Alexander into separate land uses, high density housing and efficient road systems. At the

foundation of this objective, were planning policies such as 'Zoning By-laws', 'The

National Housing Act' and 'Streets and Traffic By-laws' which rationalized to Planners

and Architects that inner city neighbourhoods such as West Alexander did not conform

with the new standards and needed to be renewed to meet these byJaws.

W.Gerson, 'An Urban Reneu,al Study'for the City of Winnipeg'. Gerson provides description
of Urban Renevval intentions for the neighbourhood of West Alexander in this document.

W.Gerson, 'An Urban Reneu'al Study' for the City of Winnipeg'. p.5
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Urban Renewal in West Alexander

The introduction of Urban Renewal programs to Winnipeg's inner city

neighbourhoods began during the early 50's, well after land use zoning practices had been

entrenched into city planning policies. Zoning by-laws, which gave life to these policies,

had already separated commercial, industrial and residential land uses, into appropriate

areas of the city. Neighbourhoods, such as West Alexander with a mixed land use, were

viewed as places of conflict between commercial, industrial and residential activities.

Residents had to tolerate the noise and pollution of industrial activities in close contact to

their homes. Industrial and commercial uses could not expand their operations without

buying out neighbouring properties, which often created conflict between residential

property owners and commercial and industrial property owners.

No longer was it necessary for these activities to be mixed together in dense compact

city blocks, since now the speed of the automobile had effectively shortened the distances

between destinations. As a result, the gridiron street pattern with its many street corners,

did not allow the growing vehicular traffic to move efficiently. The mixed use

neighbourhood could not provide the order necessary to meet the modern needs of moving

products and people.

The development of suburbs planned into segregated residential, industrial and

commercial zones with modern conveniences, such as, efficient freeways could whisk an

individual in their automobile from a modern industrial factory to their spacious bungalow

set on a large landscaped lot. All heavy truck traffìc for industrial and commercial use was

constrained to freeways that were often ordered around industrial zones. No longer did

children walking to school need to negotiate heavy traffic. Industrial and commercial uses

could easily expand their building to accommodate growth. All these characteristics could

be found in the emerging suburban areas of Winnipeg and across North American cities.
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Once mixed use neighbourhoods gave way to suburban residential zones, industrial

parks and commercial strip malls, planners concluded that inner city neighbourhoods had to

be restructured from their mixed land use to single use zones. City planners with the

power of 'Zoning By-laws", carved up the mixed use neighbourhoods of the inner city into

residential, commercial and industrial tracts of land. This was an attempt to create, out of

the inner city, an industrial and commercial zone. In existing residential enclaves, medium

to high density housing was planned to take the place of the low density housing that

existed. Suddenly, residential property was recognized as commercial property, and as a

result, residential property was worth considerably more. Many individuals then began to

participate in land speculation in an attempt to make a handsome profìt. With the public

anticipation of Urban Renewal plans, speculation of commercial and industrial development

fostered a period of deterioration in the neighbourhood of Vy'est Alexander.

The first community to feel the rebuilding dollars of urban renewal was the

neighbourhood of Lord Selkirk Park in Winnipeg. With the introduction of Urban

Renewal, came the bulldozing of the old buildings and infrastructure and the design of new

infrastructure to meet the new needs of residents. In essence, the old mixed use Lord

Selkirk Park neighbourhood was replaced by minimum standard housing complex. Today,

Lord Selkirk Park is a residential development that emerged from the efficiency of

geometry, with three storey row houses with tot lots, grass, and meandering paths through

park-like grounds.

In Lord Selkirk Park, the socio-economic makeup of the community was determined

to be lower income families. The minimum standard housing floor plans were designed to

meet the user's specific daily living routines. The community was designed entirely as

residential. There are no Ionger conflicts between residential, commercial and industrial

activities. The neighbourhood outdoor spaces provide the inhabitants equal opportunities

for amenities; all housing has a front yard, their own private entrance, a collective place to

park their automobile, and their own place for refuse. In addition, the entire community is

planned wîthout vehicular traffic to avoid pedestrian and vehicular conflicts. What Lord

Selkirk Park represents is a planned neighbourhood where everything from the type of

door knobs on entrance doors to who would live there. Sociologists, architects, city
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planners, politicians, engineers and so forth strived to create the ideal environment for

living by comprehensive planning.

Fig.6 Minimum standard housing in Lord Selklrk Park

Fig.7 Equal access to amenities, picture illustrating parking, garbage refuse and green spaces
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Once the project was completed, the next neighbourhood to receive renewal was

West Alexander. In fact, West Alexander became known as the 'Urban Renewal Area

Number 2''7.. The proposal did not just reflect Lord Selkirk Park, but seemed to be

verbatim. koposals called for efficient vehicular traffìc routes, the creation of geometric

super blocks safe from traffic, the design of three storey row houses with tot lots, grass,

and meandering paths through park-like grounds. The proposal also called for residential,

commercial and industrial activity to be zoned into neat land use zones to avoid interference

with residential zones. In essence, a statement concerning the basic framework for

redevelopment stated the following:

In the area under consideration the three basic functions of the city, the c.it1' as a place ro live;
the city as a place to u,ork, an industrial and commercial concentration; and the citl' as a

transporlation center, clash violently. Therefore the area must be reorganized so that these

functions can u,ork together and separatelv u,ithout, interfering with each other.S

Here, the opinion was that the existing neighbourhoods land use pattern was bad,

since what was being proposed were super blocks made up exclusively of residential

buildings( Figure 8)e. Throughout the literature regarding the Urban Renewal Area No. 2,

the notions of functionality, efficiency, and order re-surface constantly as quoted below:

"...area is predominantll'residential, the pattern of land use throughout it is greatly, r'aried and

disorganized. " I o

"The present street system in the area is entirelf inadequate in terms of modern conditions o[
traffic... " 1 I

1l

W.Gerson, 'An Urban Reneu'al Srud-v for the City of Winnipeg'. p.5

Ibid p. 34

ll>tdpfla5

Ibid p.14

Ibid p. 17

l0
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" The general impression of the area is one of untidiness, spottiness, and haphazard

growth'r'12

All three quotes above demonstrate observations that justify Urban Renewal

objectives. In the first quote, the reference to land use being varied and disorganized

substantiates the need for the use of the zoning to segregate and order land uses. In the

second quote, referring to the street system being entirely inadequate substantiates the need

for traffic planning to create functional and effìcient street systems. The third quote,

referring to the general impressions of the area being haphazard substantiates the need for

visual order and conformity.

Similarities between West Alexander and Lord Selkirk Park Urban Renewal

proposals, reveals a common attitude that surrounded them. The belief that the

neighbourhood needed renewal was a reflection of biases of these proposals, believing a

good neighbourhood had to reflect the concepts of modern planning and architecture.

Since mixed land use did not reflect the ideals of a good neighbourhood, West Alexander

obviously reflected a bad neighbourhood. Therefore, the introduction of Urban Renewal

appears to be a reaction towards the neighbourhood's diversity.

Yet, most interesting, the objectives of the Urban Renewal Program in the 1950's and

well into the 70's was to " ...restore the area to a condition of healthy growth and normal

self-regeneration,..."l3This objective would suggest two things. One, that the

neighbourhood of West Alexander needed renewal and second, their intentions were to

establish a healthy community. However, the objective of renewal seems to reflect the

need to change the existing pattem of land use. As a result, the establishment of a orderly

community could only be achieved by reorganizing the community's residential, industrial,

and commercial uses into zones of segregated land uses.

Ibid p.30

City of Winnipeg, Dept.of Housing and Urban Reneu'al. 'Urban Reneu'al Progress and

Evalualion'. p.29

12

l3
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Fig.8 Illustration demonstrating the Urban Renerval Programs proposals(on the lefÐ and Lord
Selkirk Park(on the right)

Summary

In this chapter, a brief description of Urban Renewal proposals for the

neighbourhood of West Alexander was illustrated. In order to understand the objectives of

Urban Renewal as they pertained to the actual built environment of West Alexander, it was

compared to the Urban Renewal redevelopment of Lord Selkirk Park in Winnipeg. Lord

Selkirk Park provides an actual built example of an Urban Renewal neighbourhood It also

paralleled the intentions that Urban Renewal had for the neighbourhood of West Alexander.

By providing this comparison, three main points have been highlighted:
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First, from the perspective of Urban renewal, the neighbourhood of West Alexander

was viewed as in need of redevelopment. This assessment was based on the belief that the

neighbourhood's existing infrastructure was not adequate for the modern needs of cities

and their residents.

Second, the new Urban Renewal proposals were going to provide and solve the

problems that had been outlined as causes of decline in the existing neighbourhood and in

tum, improve the living conditions of the residents.

Third, by planning and designing zones serving only residential use, separate from

commercial and industrial uses, it would ensure that the quality of the built environment

would be improved, free of noise, traffic, density and the unsightliness of the industrial

and commercial activities and buildings.

URBAN RENEWAL

Fig.9 Diagram illustrating land use relationships to the objectives of order, conformity, segregation,
efficiencl' and functional ity'.

As illustrated in Figure 9 the practice of Urban renewal was to create three segregated

land use zones, residential, commercial and industrial. Each planned with the notion of

order, conformity and segregation of activity. Connections between the three land uses

would be achieved by functional and efficient road systems to move people and goods.
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C ha pte r Two:
West Alexander a Vital Neighbourhood

In this chapter, diversity in the built environment of West Alexander is seen as part of
a vital neighbourhood. In recognizing this vitality, this view illustrates diversity as

emerging from the interrelationships between inhabitant and the built environment. As

such, the diversity is seen as an interwoven aspect of the vitality of the neighbourhood. In

developing this perspective on West Alexander it will demonstrate a contrast to the Urban

Renewal view described in Chapter One. This contrast, in turn, will allow Chapter Three

to provide a philosophical explanation of the differences and limitations of orthodox

architecture and planning perspective.

At first the intents and views of Urban Renewal proposals are acceptable. However,

in attempt to reflect these views in the everyday environment of West Alexander, it appears

that such characteristics do not recognize The complexities of a mixed use neighbourhood,

but rathe¡ view the neighbourhood as disordered, untidy and haphazard. These proposals

assumed that the existing built environment was corrupt, chaotic and inappropriate for the

modern life style of mobility. As a result, it had to be redesigned to meet the modern

standardsl4. However, what Urban Renewal failed to recognize was the vitality of the

interrelationships between Iand uses, pattern of streets and blocks, buildings, and yards.

According to Roger Trancik, Professor of Landscape Architecture at Cornell University,

Urban Renewal across North American cities did not in anyway relate the existing spatial

form and context of the neighbourhood to the social and cultural milieu.

"the renett,al of inner citl'neighbourhoods substituted spatial order u,ith functional order and

failed to recognize the importance of spatial order to social function". 15

W. Gerson, 'An Urban Reneu'al Stud_v for the Cir¡' Of Winnipeg'. pp27-28

Roger Trancik. 'Finding Lost Space'. p. l2

l4

l-s
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The belief that a single use residential zone would be a safe and healthy way for all

people to live demonstrates a simplification of what a neighbourhood appears to be. A

neighbourhood such as West Alexander, represents a vitality that emerges from the

diversity of inhabitants activities as it relates to diversity in land uses. Each land use has

characteristic networks of activity within the neighbourhood, which form a complex web.

What these orthodox modern notions have failed to recognize, is that the interrelationships

among the diversity of land uses and activities has an inherent subtle order. The order

reflects a diversity of small decisions, that are related economically, culturally, and

climatically. This order has evolved as a continuous process of decisions that are

interwoven. As a result, the built environment of West Alexander has developed as an

incremental process of related changes. The order that has evolved from this process has

vitality making the built environment an ever changing system able to adapt to new usesl6.

Consequently, these individual considerations over a period of time transform

individual buildings. It is not surprising, then, to realize that the accumulation of these

diverse decisions lead to a diversity in the built environment. Yet, it is this inherent

character that is simplified by adhering to modern notions of planning.

Chnstopher Alerander. 'Notes on the Synthesis of Form'. p.38. Alexander suggests, that a

built environment that has the presence of adaptation in its built environment has a strucfure

to its form, that makes it, self organizing, and that it therefore consistentl-v produces u'ell
fitting forms, even in the face of change.

l6
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Diversity and Vitality

In contrast to the opinion of Urban renewal, the so-called'unorganized',

'inadequate', 'untidiness', and 'haphazard growth'as characteri'zedby Urban Renewal, is

part of the vitality of the neighbourhood, rather than its blight. These charactenzations of

West Alexander by the Urban Renewal Program are negative reactions towards the

diversity of land use, diversity of building forms, and diversity that results from the self

expression of inhabitant's decisions. However, if we begin to view the neighbourhood of

West Alexander from a view that relates the built environment to it's social and cultural

context, as Roger Trancik suggests, we can begin to recognize the virtues of the

neighbourhood. For instance, unorganized, as it relates to mixed land use begins to be

understood as part of the working class social context of the neighbourhood, whereas, the

industrial and commercial uses are paft of the inhabitant's employment opportunities and

commercial needs. The untidiness of the neighbourhood results from both the diversity of

building forms, and the diversity of self expression of the inhabitants that result in yards

being used for storage, and gardens, as well as building renovations creating a mosaic of

colors and shapes. The haphazard growth reflects mixed use characteristics of West

Alexander, streets used as play grounds for playing street hockey or dodge ball.

Residential driveways rented monthly by residents to working individuals in the

neighbourhood that can not find parking elsewhere. Viewed from this perspective we

begin to see that the neighbourhoods built environment is complex serving an interwoven

part of the inhabitant's lives.

The co-existence of the Health Sciences Center (HSC), Winnipeg City Works yards,

Canadian National Railway (CNR) yards, Weston Bakery and, at one time, the Midland

Railway, all demonstrate the diversity of functions present in the neighbourhood. The

presence of uses in the neighbourhood has promoted an array of interaction and

interdependence between these uses and the inhabitants. These relationships, in turn, have

transformed some residential uses into multi-use functions such as workshops, g¡ocery

stores, hardware stores, and diners. For instance, it is here that we find commercial

workshops attached to residences, and we find, commercial, industrial and residential

activity side by side (Figure 10).
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All these juxtapositions illustrate a built environment that has evolved a balance between all

this diversity. In turn, the built environments spatial form and context reflects all this

stufflT as a vital inner city neighbourhoodl s.

West Alexande¡ demonstrates that diversity can be attributed to at least three aspects:

perceptual diversity , land use diversity and diversity of decision processes. Perceptual

diversity refers to the diversity of physical form. Land uses refers to the diversity of land

uses, and decision process referring to the different levels of decisions that result in both

buildings and activities.

":Ë.'Yq.
inreracrion Ã<+ f ofdecision I

interdepende"." 
W

Fig. l0 Illustration of the interrelationship betrveen the three aspects of diversity as fostering
vitalitv in the built ent'ironment of West Alexander.

l7 Pierre Teilhard de Chardin. The Phenomenon of Man'. pp45. Cha¡din, uses the term stuff
extensively to describe the interu'oven compler nafure of the universe. " the stuff of the

universe, \t'oven in a single piece according to one and the same system'

18 Jane Jacobs.The Death and life of Great American cilies'. pp. 1*177. Jacobs argues, that the

need for mixed uses in neighbourhoods is necessary to prompt diversity and I'italitl' both in
the built form and in the lifes of the inhabitants.
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These three aspects of diversity can be seen by examining individual situations, as

illustrated in the following description:

'Mr. Chambers an elderly' man, lives at 673 Elgin a\¡enue in a green two storey house rvith a

large u'ork sho¡ garage in the back yard. He spends most of hrs time in that garage atlending
to his rvork - stripping parts off machinery. His helper John has shown up for u,ork, and is
giving M¡.Chambers a hand hauling an old washing machine off his 1950's truck parked in
the middle of the back lane. John rolls the u,asher into the junk yard located directly' across the

lane from Mr. Chambers garage, on a residential lot that he purchased years ago. The junk
yard is surrounded by an eight foot plywood green painted fence and flanked by'residences on
each side'.

Perceptual diversity, in the case of Mr. Chambers' junk yard, is the form of the eight

foot fence contrasted against the residential homes. Land use diversity reflects the

industrial nature of the property in contrast to the residential use found on both sides of the

junk yard. Diversity of decision processes reflects who has allowed the junk yard to exist.

In this case, Mr. Chambers made the decision to use the property as a junk yard, but the

neighbourhood must also decide to allow the junk yard to exist .

Mr. Chambers' small junk yard illustrates a juxtaposition of residential and light

industrial functions that has disappeared in most neighbourhoods. Yet, it still exists in

West Alexander. The presence of Mr.Chambers' small junk yard and the green eight foot

fence is not necessarily a negative situation as Urban Renewal would describe. In fact,

kids bounce tennis balls off the fence, or even shoot pucks at it. The green fence that

surrounds the property in a way, makes people forget the junk yard exists there, since you

cannot see through to the junk.(figure 12). However, since this junk yard adds to the

diversity of the neighbourhood, it therefore, must be viewed as an interrelated part of the

neighbourhood. Viewed from this perspective, we can begin to understand that diversity in

order to gain acceptance on the part of the residents, has to be an interrelated part of the

neighbourhood. For instance, in order for Mr. Chambers junk yard to exist it must al so

serve the residents. In this case, the green eight foot plywood fence is used by children as

a place forrecreation and thejunk yard serves as a place were residents can purchase odds

and ends. Therefore, the vitality that emerges from these interrelationships between Mr.

Chambers junk yard and the residents of the neighbourhood seems to be related to the

general acceptance of that activity.
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Therefore vitality results from all three aspects of diversity: land use, building form

and decisions being interrelated. Perceptual diversity alone cannot have vitality. In order

for a neighbourhood to have vitality it appears that perceptual diversity, land use diversity,

and diversity ofdecision pÍocesses have to be interrelated.

Fig. 1l Photographs of residential building having either commercial or industrial use combined
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Fig l2 Photograph of Mr. Chambers junk yard

lnteraction and lnterdependence of diversity

Inte¡relationships are not obvious at a first glance. This is true if the built
environment is viewed in isolation from its social milieu. However, these

interrelationships become clearer once the built environment is viewed as a reflection of the

social and cultural values which have surrounded its development. Interrelationships can

be subdivided into interrelationships that are of an interactive nature and interdependent

nature. These can be defined within the context of West Alexander's built environment.

Interaction refers to when two or more parts of the neighbourhood are acting on each other.

For instance, neighbourhood cafes in West Alexander offer lunch hour delivery to the

Health Sciences Center employees.(Figure 13) Another example of this is the presence of a

small hardware store supplying odds and ends to small home based workshops on informal

credit. Both these examples describe the notion of interaction where both the inhabitants

and building uses form a network of interactive activities.
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Fig. 13 Norm & Nates Delicatessen provides Iunch hour delivery sen'ice, to HSC. employees.

Interdependence occurs when two or more parts of the neighbourhood are dependent

on each other. For instance, the cafes in the neighbourhood are dependent on the presence

of the Health Science Center and its four thousand plus employees to maintain their

business. Similarly, the small hardware store provides neighbourhood workshops with a

convenient outlet for odds and ends. Both these instances demonstrate the interdependence

of one component on another. For instance, if cafes were not present in the

neighbourhood, the HSC would have to ensure that there would be sufficient internal

facilities to meet the diet demand of employees. The small hardware store is dependent on

local clients of the neighbourhood. If these small workshops did not exist, it would be

difficult for this hardware store to continue as a viable business.

Further examples of interaction and interdependence that are more subtle, also exist.

For instance, during week days there are a variety of activities that exist which would be

disruptive to people in their homes: people working in the area that use the neighbourhood

streets as parking and noise from industrial uses. However, because the majority of

residential inhabitants are also working outside of their neighbourhood these activities do

not necessarily disrupt the remaining residents. In fact, residents in the neighbourhood

have made the decision to take advantage of the shortage of parking for HSC employees by
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renting out their drive-ways to the employees as parking stalls. Also from the perspective

of the HSC, they have also made a decision not to facilitate all parking requirements on

site. Both these decisions have created a dependent and interactive relationship. In

addition, the added population that comes in for the day to work at the HSC is essential for

sustaining commercial activity in the neighbourhood. Eventually, in the evening, the cars

retum to their origins. Industrial uses shut down for the day and the residential inhabitants

return for a relaxing evening in the front yard, while the streets have given way to children

playing who have now returned home from school.

The neighbourhood has also been the home of many ethnic groups, which have

added to the physical and social diversity of the neighbourhood. These individuals have

expressed their presence in the neighbourhood through home renovations, which are

usually self expressions of culture or simply their personal taste. For instance, it is here

thatwe find a rich diversity of brightly colored houses of different shapes and forms and

front yards of lawn grass giving way to floral and vegetable gardens. In addition, we al so

find a variety of intricate fences, ornaments and religious icons, all expressing a social and

physical diversity. It seems that all the diversity that already exists in the neighbourhood

perpetuates itself. Residents have no apprehension of expressing their favorite color on

their home, displaying religious icons, hanging under-garments to dry on the outdoor

clothesline, or even having their front yards turned into a vegetable garden. They seem to

perpetuate the diversity of the neighbourhood (Figure 14)

^-,J
t:

Fig. 14 Photographs of personal expression of inhabitants in home renovations
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S u m m a ry

In this chapter, the neighbourhood of West Alexander was viewed as a vital

neighbourhood. In turn, diversity of West Alexander's built environment was viewed as

fostering this vitality. This was possible by understanding two notions:

First, diversity as found in West Alexander must be understood as three interwoven

aspects: perceptual diversity, diversity of land use, and diversity of decision

processes. By viewing diversity as these three interwoven aspects,

interrelationships can be seen between them.

Second, the illustration of these three aspects of diversity as interwoven,

demonstrates the concept of interrelationships being either interactive or

interdependent. Interrelationships in turn foster the vitality of the

nei ghbourhoods di versity.
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Chapter Three:
A New Paradigm

In this chapter, an argument will be developed which illustrates the limitations of

Urban Renewal planning in recognizing neighbourhood complexity. This chapter will

reveal that the limitations of Urban Renewal stem from inherent reductionist and

deterministic tendencies. These Iimitations will be revealed by contrasting the objectives of

Urban Renewal for West Alexander as presented in Chapter 1, "'West Alexander a Chaotic

Neighbourhood" against the view illustrated in Chapter 2, "'West Alexander a Vital

Neighbourhood". In developing this dichotomy, emerging views which address these

limitations are presented, illustrating a body of references with a understanding towards

complexities in the built environment.

Natural and Planned DeveloPment

West Alexander, reveals in its diversity of interrelationships between inhabitant and

the built environment an underlying fact that it has developed from both unplanned and

planned processes. West Alexander illustrates many characteristics in its built environment

which are the product of both processes. Yet, unplanned processes have prevailed as the

guiding force of the neighbourhood growth and has fostered its diversity. Most

importantly, this process has fostered a co-existence between mixed uses.

Reasons why a natural process fosters such diversity, is explained by Christopher

Alexander in his book 'Notes on the Synthesis of Form'. He develops a clear concept that

delineates the difference between a planned built environment, the artificial city and an

unplanned built environment, the natural city. According to Alexander, natural cities have

emerged due to the spontaneous activities of their inhabitants over many years, which he

calls the 'The Unselfconscious kocess'. In this process built form reflects the cultural and

social values of the inhabitants forming a clear intrinsic relationship with the whole of a

built environment. The result of such a process is a diversity of well fìtting built forms.
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Artificialcities, on the other hand, are cities that have been the product of designers

and planners, which Alexander calls 'The Self-Conscious Process'. This process is based

on concepts and categories that are a result of formal studies on a cities. Concepts in turn,

control the perception of the designer toward what is a good design and what is not. The

results are not good fitting forms in their context, but the self-perpetuating dogma of

concepts.l9. Because designers have the tendency to define the context of cities,

neighbourhoods, and buildings, in order to design form, their definitions can not escape

the biases of conceptual dogma. Alexander believes this definition selects which

interrelationships the designer feels are valid to the conceptual position, rather than

understanding the various interrelationships between the form of the built environment and

the context of the inhabitants social and cultural milieu.

West Alexander in the year of 1951, felt the inception of zoning by laws in Winnipeg

and with it, the forces of the planned process. Beginning in 1951, the prevailing views of

the Urban Renewal proposals envisioned Winnipeg's inner city as a place of work and

freeway exchanges. Architectural and planning interventions were based on planned

processes in order to achieve comprehensive plans. Where as, prior to 1951, the built

environment of West Alexander and the rest of the inner city, were the product of natural

processes. Zoning by laws, carved up the inner city neighbourhoods of Winnipeg into

large commercial and industrial zones. No longer was West Alexander a neighbourhood of

diversity but transformed from an area of mixed land use to a series of segregated zones of

commercial and industrial uses.

As mentioned previously, the diversity of West Alexander can be attributed to

unplanned processes and the spontaneous activities of its inhabitants. Such activities

include the establishment of commercial and industrial uses. Yet the decision to locate a

specific land use in any given area of the neighbourhood, involves a decision from the

owner to locate there, a decision from governing body to allow that use to exist there, and

the will of the neighbours to accommodate that use adjacent to theirs. All these forces

acting on each other create interrelationships between the different aspects of the

l9 Christopher Alerander. 'Notes on the Synthesis of Form'. pp. 46-60
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neighborhood's built environment . The result is a diversity charactenzed by the co-

existence of "well fìtting forms".

In contrast to natural processes, Urban Renewal planned processes did not

demonstrate the same degree of diversity. For instance, in Lord Selkirk Park buildings

serve a single use, namely residential. For this reason, interrelationships between diverse

land uses do not exist . Ultimately, the vitality that emerges from such interrelationships is

not apparent. What is apparent, is a unified perception of the neighbourhood enforced by

strict design guidelines dictating the aesthetics of buildings. Inhabitants decisions with

respect to building activity, have to be approved by city officials, and agree with the initial

design guidelines ofthe neighbourhood, as set out by these plans.

As illustrated in Figure 15, the planned process repres€nts efficiency, functionality,

and homogeneity. The unplanned process represents diversity, vitality and complexity. In

the paradigm of orthodox modern architecture and planning, the built environment of West

Alexander was understood by reductionist and deterministic views. These are linear views,

based on rational relationships, resulting in limited understanding of interrelationships in a

neighbourhood. In the case of an unplanned process which is based on systematic

relationships, the whole of the built environment is viewed as a oneness made of many

interrelationships, some obvious some less obvious. Because 'West Alexander is an

amalgamation of both paradigms, its built environment can not exclusively be understood

by reductionist and deterministic views. Rather, a view that recognizes the planned and

unplanned nature of the neighbourhood is needed. In order to understand the

neighbourhood complexity of West Alexander a shift in paradigm is necessary to foster the

nei ghbourh ood compl exity in plannin g an d archi tectural interventi ons.
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Fig l5 Comparison betu,een the Unplanned process and Planned process. x West Alexander built
environment prior to 1951 u'as the combination of unplanned and planned processes.

In reaction to the natural process of growth, Urban Renewal Programs identifìed the

perceptual diversity, Iand use diversity and diversity of decision processes as causes of

blight in the neighbourhood of West Alexander. They did not try to understand the true

causes of this diversity. City planning and architectural interventions after 1951, began to

simplify the neighbourhood complexity of West Alexander by segregating land uses into

specifìc areas. Because of this view, these programs attempted to sort out the different land

uses, unify the perceptual image of the neighbourhood and ensure that building activities

were approved by city regulated planned processes.
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Reductionist and Deterministic Views

Urban Renewal did not recognize the positive characteristics of diversity in West

Alexander, but rather as negative, based on the belief that safe and vibrant neighbourhoods

required to be planned on the basis of land use segregation, homogeneity, functionality,

and order. This belief of creating a planned community was influenced by reductionist and

deterministic views of orthodox Planners and Architects.

Reductionist, being the view that natural phenomena can be understood by dissecting

it into the smallest constituent parts and looking for the mechanisms through which these

interact2O. The determinist view is the belief that "human action is not free, but determined

by motives regarded as external forces acting on the will ". 21. Both these views reflect a

controlled built environment, that can be planned and designed to meet the needs of the

inhabitants. Therefore, concepts of land use segregation, homogeneity, functionality, and

order, were recognized as the mechanisms for creating model communities. Urban

Renewal shared this view and as a ¡esult identiñed the neighbourhood of West Alexander

as in need of renewal and revitalization.

Much of ourpresentbuilt environment is segregated into single use land zones, as a

reflection of reductionist and deterministic views of Modern orthodox, planning and

architecture. In their attempt to understand the complexity of nineteenth century urban

centers, reductionist methods were utilized to simplify what was seen as a chaotic urban

structure into parts, rearranged to create healthy communities characterized as being

functional, ordered, safe, and efficient. This objective of creating a healthy community

was based on the deterministic view that a planned community would solve all urban ills.

The deterministic attitude of architecture and planning of cities and neighbourhoods were

further simplified by graphic simplification of those objectives. In the process, the

complexity of neighbourhood intenelationships among its various activities and inhabitants

Fritjof Capra. 'The Turning Point'. p.47

The Oxford Dictionary, of Current English. pl99

20

21
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where 'sorted out' into harmonious ordered and efficient zones of a city, at the expense of

diversity and vitality .22 ln addition to this, RogerTrancik states that:

Zoning legislation had the effect of separating functions that had often been integrated.

Discrete districts segregated living space from working space....Abstract notions of compatible
uses created urban areas rhat could no longer accommodate physical or social diversit!',...23

This simplification reduces the built environment to quantifiable and predictable

abstractions. In addition, the belief that this would lead to an ideal built environment was

based on the notion that a planned environment can solely create an ideal environment.

This latter view was entirely deterministic. The result was the separation of the

interrelationships between built environment and the social and cultural values of the

individual inhabitants.2a In essence, this view diminished the importance of these

interrelationships by a design process involving a philosophical explanation of the built

environment. By separating aspects into its constituent parts, social and cultural values

were separated from the built environment.

It should be noted that these reductionist and deterministic views of orthodox, city

planning and architecture did bring a closer examination of the built environment. One

cannot deny that such views did improve the human condition. However, the objective of

this thesis is to present the limitations of this view in providing architectural and planning

interventions into a built environment. However, an important point must be made to

distinguish between planning process and the views of reductionism and determinism,

which is commonly associated with orthodox architecture and planning. That is, planning

is a tool, whereas, reductionism and determinism is a view or attitude that influences the

use of the tool. Very often critics do not make this distinction, and as a result zoning is

associated with reductionism and determinism. In fact, this thesis does not dismiss the

Jane Jacobs. The Death and Life of Great American Cities'. pp.l52-177

Roger Trancik. 'Finding [.ost Space.' p. l2

Fritjof Capra. The Turning Point'. pp.53-74
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notion of planning but the views of reductionism and determinism of orthodox planning

and architecture

Holistic View

Italo Calvino in his 'lnvisible Cities' provides a eloquent description of what an

analytical process achieves. Marco Polo in describing Venice to the Kublai Khan disclaims

his own description, since he believes his words can only represent a small part of what

Venice really is.

I could tell 1,ou hou, manl steps make up the streets rising like stairways, and the degree of
the arcades'cun,es, and rvhat kind of zinc scales cover the roofs; but I already knou, this
u'ould be the same as telling you nothing. The city' does not consist of this, but of
relationshipsbetrveenthemeasurementsof its space and the events of its past: ... The cit1.',

horver,er, does not tell its pait, but contains it like the lines of a hand, written in the corners
of the streels, the grating of the u'indox,s, the banisters of the steps, the antennae of the
lightning rods, the poles of the flags every segment marked in u'ith scratches, indentations,
scrolls.25

Presently, many developments in architecture, city planning, anthropology,

sociology, and psychology suggest that the built environment of neighbourhoods should

become more diverse, both in activity and people26,. With the advent of critiques of

orthodox modern city planning, alternative views are continually emerging forging new

methodologies and views that are more in tuned with the neighbourhood complexities of
inner city communities. Accompanying these views are criticism not only of architectural

and planning interventions, but the limitations of the philosophical foundation of the these

views in recognizing complexity in the built environment of neighbourhoods and cities.

Scholars argue that this view has lead to the segregation of urban and rural as stated by

Lewis Mumford; it has lead to simplification of the urban fabric at the expense of diversity

and vitality as stated by Jane Jacobs;

Italio Calvino, 'lnvisible Cities'. pp. l0

Jane Jacobs. The De¿th and Life of Great American Cities'pp25. Jacobs refers, to these
regulations as the process of "sorting out" the relationships of the cit-v into functions and
sorting out them into land use maps that reflect efficiency', order and conformit¡'.
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and it has lead to the sterility of modern architecture as stated by Robert Venturi.

This shift in thought is referred to as a paradigm shift27, that constitutes a 'holistic

view'28 of the world we live in. This view sees cities as a whole made up interwoven

systems of uses and people rather than a collection of zoned land uses.2s This view which

gives attention to wholes or systems of interrelated components is in contrast to the modern

ofihodox view of architecture and planning, which studies a particular part of the whole, in

an attempt to understand the whole. A holistic view, realizes that an understanding of the

whole is not achieved through the understanding of each part, but must focus on

understanding the interrelationships making up the whole. 30 The following discussion,

will begin to expose those criticisms and provide a brief description of what is sometimes

being called a paradigm shift.

The school of thought that surrounds this holistic view cannot be categorized into any

specific philosophical position. These views recognize that the built environment of
neighbourhoods, communities, and cities in general must have planned direction, and there

ought to be room for the individual inhabitant to express him or herself. This belief is

founded in the recognition that the built environment is complex and made up of an endless

array of interactions and interdependencies which in themselves pose inherent checks and

balances. lnherent in this belief is that these are not causal or linear relationships, but

systematic where one aspect may not be directly related. Therefore, an understanding of

Paradigm shift is a profound change in the thought, perceptions, and values that form a
pariicular vieu' of realill'. For detail discussion of this paradigm shift see Alvin Toffler, The
Thrid Wave; Marilyn Ferguson, The Aquarian Conspiracy'; and Fritof Capra, The Turning
Point".

Frit¡of Capra. 'The Turning Point','The S1'stems Vieu' of Life'. pp.265-304. An holistic I'ieu'
also knou,n as a svstems vieu' in science. Capra suggests this vieu, of the u,orld is based on
awareness of the essential interrelatedness and interdependence of all phenomena, physical,
bi ologi cal, ps-vchological, soci al, and cul tural..

Jane Jacobs. The Death and Life of Great American Cities'. p. 154

Ophuls Williams . 'Ecolog-v and the Politics of Scarcit¡". pp23 1

2A
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the interactions and interdependencies of the aspects is essential to understanding the whole

itself. This is sometimes referred to as a holistic view or approach.

The concept of 'wholeness', known as a 'Holistic View', recognizes the world as a

whole based on the "awareness of the essential interrelatedness and interdependence of all

phenomena - physical, biological, psychological, social and cultural"3l. A holistic concept

is a view, a perspective, a philosophy, and a way of thinking about the world we live in.

This view emphasizes the interwoven nature of the world, where all its aspects are

interrelated into a whole or system. An holistic view becomes a vision for seeing more

clearly a complex, sophisticated and integrated whole as in a systems approach. This is in

contrast to the reductionist position of viewing, the same relationships in a more simplistic

linearway of cause and effect. (Figure 16) The emphasis of a holistic view is on the

systematic interrelationships of the parts of the system whereas a reductionist method is to

understand the system by looking at the parts 32.

Llnear

A-+ B
Parts ar6 related in straight line manner.
The whole is viewed as the sum of the parts.
Focus is upon the parts to the neglect of the
relationships between the parts and the
whole ftself.

Systems

A--+B

Fig. 16 Linear vieu'(reductionist vieu') compared to the s.vstem r,ieu,(holistic vierl')

The work of both Jon Lang in his book 'Creating Architectural Theory', and

ChristopherAlexanderinhisbook 'Notes on the Synthesis of Form'are two works in

architecture that demonstrate the discourse on the limitations of planned and unplanned

communities.

Fritjof Capra. The Turning Point'. p.265

Henryk Skolimon,ski.'Eco-Philosoph¡". pp 22-52

Parts are related in a circular fashion.
Through interaction between the parts.
Understanding the interrelations and interactions
of the parls is essential to underslanding the
whole.itself
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Jon [-ang's belief is that planning is important. However, what has been unfortunate

is the view behind planning, such as reductionism and determinism. Lang describes, such

views are based on 'Normative Theory' which is fostered by the prescription for action

based on ideological assumptions or positions of a discipline. On the other hand, if
planning followed a 'Positive Theory', which is the description and explanation of
phenomena in the built environment, a better understanding of how the built environment is

experienced by inhabitants can be attained.33 Presently, architectural and planning design

theory are based on defìnitions and explanations of the built environment which are then

based on a Normative process. The purpose of determining defìnitions and explanations in

the context of 'Positive Theory', is to ensure that the complexities of the interactions and

interdependence of inhabitant in their built environment are not simplified. In establishing

this process of inquiry it becomes a means to substantiating ideas and findings. As

illustrated by Figure 17, Positive Environmental Design Theory establishes a procedural

and substantive architectural design theory that consists of a body of knowledge based on

practical building performance, building design and context which in turn is interrelated

with design and behavioral science theory and models.

The Behavloral Sclences Archltectural theory Practlce

Fig. l7 Diagram of the interrelationship of normative and positive theory in the Positive
Environmental Design Theory.

Positive

@
@

Normative
Theories and models
of the environment,
people, and their
interactions.

Research methods 
I

33 Jon l-ang. 'Creating Architectural Theory'. p. 3l
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Fig.17 Diagram of the interrelationship of normative and positive theory in the Positive
Environmental Desi gn Theory.

Positive Environmental Design Theory reflects an abandonment of traditional

norrnative theories in architecture, as well as an abandonment of normative theories in

behavioral sciences. Positive Environmental Design Theory strives towards a holistic

multi-disciplinary view, that in turn, forces absolutist positions such as reductionist and

deterministic views to become relativist positions34. This position, is also supported by

William Ophuls when he states that, "embracing holism will tend to make thinkers

generalists first and specialists second, instead of vice versa as present.35

Amos Rapoport, who has written extensively on the interrelationships of the built

environment explains:

...form is not simply the result of ph1,'sical forces or anl'single causal factor, but is the

consequence ofa whole range ol social cultural factors seen in their broadest terms. Form is in
turn modified by climate conditions and bl methods of construction, materials available, and

the technolog)-... settlements are the visible expression of the relative importance attached to

different aspects ol lile and the u'a1,s of perceiving realitl'. The house, the village and the tou'n
express the fact thar s<xieties share certain generally accepted goals and life values.36

Christopher Alexander develops this point further, by suggesting that

interrelationships between 'Form' and 'Context' define the design problem. This he

believes emerges from the will of the designer to create a "Good Fit', which is to create

form that has a good fit with its context. Therefore, design is not only concerned with

form alone, but with the complementary interrelationships of form and context, which he

calls an 'Ensemble'. An ensemble simply put, is a oneness that includes form and context

as an interwoven aspect.

Ibid. p.r'iii

Ophuls Williams. 'Ecology and the Politics of Scarcity'. pp23I

Amos Rapoport. 'House Form and Culture'. p.47.
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As a result, 'good fit' depicts good design. If a good fit does not exist, then there is

no 'ensemble' and no 'form and context'. For example, the ensemble of West Alexander

consists of the 'context' of its inhabitants and the 'form' of building. Here the inhabitants

define the 'context'as the need for a physical environment. In turn the 'form' reflects the

social and cultural values of its inhabitants in the form of building. The good fit of the

form depends on the degree to which it flts the rest of the 'ensemble'. In the case of the

neighbourhood, how does the 'form'fit the inhabitants needs? If the form does not, it
simply fails to address its 'context'. It has separated itself from the 'context'. As a result,

the form-context relationship is destroyed.

Fig. 18 Diagram of ensemble and its over lapping and nested boundaries. The dark surrounding line
depicts the ensemble encompassing the different boundaries numbered I through 6.

In order to achieve a good fìtting form, the design process must perceive the built

environment as a whole, which is made up of many 'Boundaries'. Boundaries are the

different Ievels of cultural and social needs of inhabitants. For instance, inhabitants needs

can involve: the need for sun with windows in building; the need for privacy with doors to

rooms, and the need for cooking food, therefore with kitchens in homes. All these needs

reflect interwoven context-forrn relationships which are called boundaries. However, they

are all interrelated within the ensemble of a neighbourhood. As illustrated in Figure 18, the

dark surrounding line depicts the ensemble encompassing the different boundaries
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numbered 1 through 6. As illustrated the boundaries are all interrelated and form the

ensemble.

S ummary

In this chapter, it was demonstrated that the deterministic and reductionist design

theories of orthodox modern architecture and planning are limited in recognizing

complexity, and in fact, have simplified the complex interrelationships that exist between

inhabitant and their built environment. From realizing these limitations, it was revealed that

the operative paradigms of unplanned process and planned process as found in West

Alexander, provide insight towards a paradigm that recognizes the importance of both

processes. In keeping with this dichotomy between both processes, the views of Lang and

Alexander provide insight into how these two processes can be married. Both believe, that

in order to ensure that architectural and planning interventions do not follow the

reductionist and deterministic tendencies of modern orthodox architecture and planning, an

alternative design process must be developed to recognize the limitations and virtues of

both processes.

A holistic view, because of its focus on interactions and interdependencies in the

human environment, allows for a view that is in tune with complexity, by trying to

understand complexity rather than trying to solve it like an equation.3T The complexity of

Jane Jacobs The Death and Li[e of Great American'. ppa28-Æ. Jacobs,discusses that the

simplification of the built environmenl, is the result of planners and architects vieu'ing the

built environment as a problem of disorganized complexity. Here a discussion of three types

of problems are illustrated. The first t.vpe of problem is the problem of simplicity, which

inriolves tu'o related variables. The second type of problem is disorganized complexity, which

involves a endless amount of variables. This type of problem is assumed to be a colleclion of
variables that are related b-v a certain orderll'and analysable properties. Hence the development
of mathematical techniques of probability and statistics that correlate relationships. The third
type of problem is of organized complexity. These types of problems involve dealing
simultaneousl¡' u'ith a sizable m.¡mber of factors which are interrelated into a u'hole, varying

simultaneouslf in interconnected rvays. The built environment is a problem in organized

complexitl''. Horvever tu'entieth century professionals have vierved the built environment as a

problem of disorganized complexity. The built environment does not exhibit one problem in
disorganized complexity', u'hich if understood explains all. The built environment, horvever

can be anal.v-zed into man-v such problems of disorganized compleity, but are collectively
related rvith one another, hence organized complexit¡'. The variables are many, but they are

not independent, the.v are interrelated into a u'hole.
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a neighbourhood can not be reduced to parts, that in turn add up to form an understanding

of the neighbourhood. It is not a problem of 'disorganized complexity'.

A neighbourhood has no parts. It is an interwoven whole, a problem of 'organized

complexity'.

The systems approach, or holistic view, as described in this chapter, provides a basis for

understanding the complexity of 'WestAlexander. This view demonstrates the relationship

between the built form and the social and cultural context of the neighbourhood. The

notion that design even for organized complexity is possible is challenged by some critics

of rnodern planning. Paul and Precival Goodman state that:

For a community is not a constructjon, a bold Utopian model; irs chief part is alu'a-vs people,

busl' or idle, en masse or a ferv at a time. And the problem o[ community planning is not

like arranging people lor a play or a baliet, for there are no outside spectators, there are onll'
actors, nor are the¡' actors of a scenario but agents of their own needs...38

38 Paul and Percival Goodman. 'Communitas'. pp. 19-20
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Part Two
Chapter Four:
Alternative M ethodologies

As explained in Chapter 3, orthodox modern architectural theory concerning the built

environment of communities is limited in understanding the neighbourhood complexities

presented by West Alexander. As was revealed, such views are limited in understanding

complexity. For this reason, this chapter reviews perspectives which react to reductionist

and deterministic views. These views present a conceptual point of departure, as well as a

point of reference to expand an understanding of the complexity presented by the built

environment of West Alexander. Within these views, architecture is no longer the sole art

of monuments, and formal spatial aesthetics of form and structure, but must be realized in a

language that illustrates the built environment, as a interdependent and interactive part of the

whole human environment.3e It is in this light that the methodologies of both Stitching

Architects'Research (SAR) and Anne Yernez Moudon have been chosen.

The intent of this chapter, is to present alternative perspectives and methodologies in

architecture which have recognized the complexity of the built environment. The objective

is to present precedent for viewing the complexity of the built environment in order to

establish the foundation for the inquiry into the interrelationships between inhabitant and

built environment of West Alexander. The first part of this chapter, will establish a

genealogy that provides the foundation and substantiation of these two primary references,

SAR and Anne Vernez Moudon. The second part, will describe these methodologies.

39 Christopher Alerander. 'Notes on the S1'nthesis of Form.' pp. 1-8
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The first methodology, called 'Tissues', was developed by John Habraken, head

researcher of the SAR. This methodology developed from several studies of

different Dutch neighbourhoods. The purpose of the studies were to develop

systematic ways to document adaptations and changes in those built

environments. The methodology involved in'Tissues'was intended to reveal

reoccurring pâtterns in the uses of space, as a means to understanding the

underlying order for their re-occurrences. This documentation leads to a

glossary of working terms that was developed to describe such occurrences in

the built environment.

The Second methodology, by Anne Vernez Moudon, Professor at the College of

Architecture and Urban Planning and Director of the Urban Design hogram at

the University of Washington, developed a study into the change and continuity

in the architecture of San Francisco's inner city neighbourhood of Alamo

Square. The primary intent of the methodology was to study the adaptability of

residential architecture. By reconstructing the historical development of

building activity in the neighbourhood, the inquiry revealed how people had

transformed thei r built environment.

Both these methodologies developed from looking at existing neighbourhoods that

have had an extensive history of individual inhabitants changing and adapting the built

environment they live in. Both authors' primary intent was to understand the built

environment they were looking at. As a result, both methodologies arrive at a general

observation that built environments which reveal diversity and vitality are a result of

inhabitants being able to adapt their built environment. Yet, both also demonstrate that

there is an order that ties this diversity together. In the case of Habraken he calls it

'Tissues', Moudon calls it the 'Structure of Space'.

These two methodologieshave been chosen because an inquiry into West Alexander

reveals many of the issues covered in these methodologies. They can also serve as a point

of reference for an inquiry into West Alexander's built environment.
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Genealogy of Design Methodology

A genealogy of the two main references will be presented. The purpose of a

genealogy in this thesis is to substantiate and provide a foundation of references that

supports the two primary references. Illustrated by the genealogy diagram in Figure 19,

the primary references of John Habraken and Anne Vernez Moudon are annotated by the

bold type, which are Moudon at the top and Habraken as a direct influence on Moudon 
ì

The genealogy diagram collects a comprehensive body of contributions in architecture,

planning and social sciences commencing with architect Hendriks Berlage in the 1900's.

GENEALOGY

: J L¡NG (1987)

MOUDOI{ (1986) i

L.KRou,(tea) a aaa
G. JAN (1980)

F.CTURNER(]977)

i , E.F. SCHUJ'IACHER(1973)
ll

BOUDON (te72) HABRAKEN (1972) .SENNETT (t972)

AAA
i i t RAPOPORT(t9ó9)
ll

I I ; H. GANS (te67)
VENTUN (19ó6) I I E.T. HALL(1966)

i I ', ALEXANDER (lge) 
,.

ì|l:
i:
i , J.JAC2BS (1961)

i

K. TANGE (1%o) 
I

A.VAN EYCK (1958) 
,

A
i 

^.IUIIFORD 
(t938)

BERLAGE (tW0)

F. CAPRA (t982)

l

Fig. 19 Genealogy of Design Methodology'
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When work began on the research for this thesis the initial intent began with a search

for studies in architecture concerning the built environment of neighbourhoods, using key

words like diversity and mixed-use. These words described the prevalent characteristic of

the neighbourhood. Also at this time, familiarity with neighbourhood revitalization and

urban renewal programs in West Alexander lead to critiques of such programs. At the helm

of this branch of research was the work of Jane Jacobs, and her book "The Death and Life

of Great American Cities' written in the early 1960's. Another book written by Richard

Sennett 'Uses of Disorder" also provided an articulate criticism on modern orthodox

planning and architecture

From these books, the entire reactionary movement against Modern orthodox

architecture was realized, and the research began to focus on the broader issue of the

reductionist and deterministic views of orthodox planning and architecture. This lead to the

early 1960's, where the role of architecture and city planning was in a phase of re-

evaluation, of fundamental theories of the 1920's and 30's. Individuals such as Jane

Jacobs, supported municipal diversity, which reacted against the homogeneity that land use

zoning had fostered. Sharing her view was also, Aldo Van Eyck in Europe. Both these

individuals were concerned for the individual, in a growing formless society. The

formlessness emerging from the universal repetition of the same building and streets.

John Habraken from the early 70's was influenced by these views. In his book,

"Supports" he develops the argument for the participation of the inhabitant in the housing

process. His purpose was to develop a methodology in housing design that brought the

individual inhabitant into the process. During this period, we also see the writing of

Venturi, Alexander, Sennett and Schumacher calling for a more humanitarian approach to

our built environment.

In search of understanding the physical importance of diversity and individuality in

the built environment , people such as: Amos Rapoport, John Habraken, Phllippe Boudon,

Lucien Kroll, Jan Gehl and John F.C. Turner embarked on developing methodologies for

both analyzing and designing built environments. Moudon expands upon theses ideas in

her book, and has developed a methodology of inquiry to determine the adaptability of
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residential architecture. She has endeavored to develop an argument for inhabitants

changing and adapting their built environment.

Alternat¡ve Processes

Tissues

Stitching Architects' Research (SAR).40, was developed as an alternative to the mass

housing design process in HolÌand. It specifically reacted to the elimination of the

inhabitant, from the process. According to John Habraken, the design process in housing

had divorced it self from the inhabitant, experts such as architects, city planners,

developers, and sociologists, were believed could objectively predict and determine the

needs of its future inhabitants. For this reason, there was no need to have the user as a

component of the process. According to Habraken, this view had denied the most

impofiant component of the built environment, 'the inhabitant'. In its place, were statistical

and probability figures that predicted human needs for a housing project or residential

subdivision. This argument was based on Habrakens view, that inhabitants are the

dynamic force in a community which gives a built environment vitality. As a result, this

was not a quantifiable or predictable aspect of the built environment, which could be

reduced to statistical correlation's. According to Habraken, this point has been the main

oversight of modern city planning, architecture, economics, and politics. This

simplification has proven helpful with complex problems of technical nature in housing,

but has over simplified human, social, and psychological needs

John Habralien 'Supports'pp7-17 The SAR method or approach is a methodolog.v that u'as

developed in the Netherlands by Stichting Architecten Research(SAR). John Habraken rvas

the appointed director of research. In December of 1965 a proposal was presented by SAR to
the Dulch Architects Association outlining a method for the design of adaptable du'ellings b1'

the means o[ "Supports". The idea of supports rvas based on the principle of user

participation or user control. it was assumed that the missing element in housing q'as the

inhabitant rvho u'as no longer an active participant in the housing Process.

40
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Fig.20. Diagram of a Support and Detachable unit. Dark gray(beta)('y') depicts group control, of the
suppoñ. Light gra-v(Alpha) depicts individual control, detachable unit.

Definition of SAR41

Supports and Detachable Units

The SAR methodology or system, has been developed to carry out an alternative

approach to the design of housing. The objective of the methodology was to involve the

inhabitant as an active part of the design process. The methodology is made up of two

concepts: Supports and Detachable Units, and Zones and Margins. These in combination

form the SAR method. In the following paragraphs, these two concepts will be discussed

briefly to explain the SAR. method.

The concept of supports and detachable units, has been developed to express the

differentiation of thebuilding over which the individual has control and over which the

community collectively decides.(Figure 20) "A support involves those decisions over

which the community has contlol and over which the resident has no individual control".

According to SAR, the determination of where a community has control and an individual

4l John Habraken. 'supports'. See lor a complete discussion on philosophicaì position.
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has control is dependent on the individual situation. But generally speaking, a supPort

element is structural in character such as legal descriptions of property, and physical

structural supports of a dwelling. "A detachable unit is that area over which the individual

decides" they tend to be the movable components over which the resident has individual

control, such as, aûangement of dwellings on property and internal spatial organizations of

dwelling."42

Therefore, Supports are technical, social and political frameworks that are determined

by a group of multi-disciplinary experts The "detachable unit on the other hand, are the

components of the support that are determined by the individual rather than a group. The

parameters of the support structure only provide a framework to coordinate individual

decisions. Since the SAR's aim is to lestore the user to the housing process, the support

structure has been determined to accommodate variation and to meet the diversity of

individual self expression. The concept of support is in fact, a set of rules that are

determined by all parties involved in the community planning process. As a result, the

support is a manifestation of rules that determine the spatial order of the support structure

and the flexibility of the support to accept the variation of Detachable Units.

Zones and Margins

Support as a design tool, is a matter of establishing what is in essence private and

public space. Or in other words, what is in the control of the individual, and what is in the

control of the community. However, the degree of private and public cannot be described

in absolute terms. Within this relationship, there are zones and margins that illustrate

different degrees of private and public (Figure 2i). These zones and margins are of great

importance, because it is within these areas that the inhabitant has the flexibility to adapt

their dwelling.

42 John Habraken. 'Variationsr. p.îl
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AZone is an area of a support that has absolute qualities. For instance, a bedroom

may be considered private, on the other hand, a kitchen and washroom are considered

single functional zones. A Margin is an area of overlap, where two or more areas may

interact. For instance, a eating area and a living room can overlap in functional use, or a

verandah and a front yard may overlap private and public zones.

Zones and Margins serve two purposes. The first purpose is to analyze existing

situations. For instance, by examining the private and public interaction in an existing built
environment insight can be gained into the uses and adaptation. Such an examination can

reveal the natural interaction and interdependencies that occur between inhabitants and thei¡

built environment. The second purpose, is to design housing and neighbourhoods that are

capable of change and variation. Hence, the design of supports takes into consideration the

process of adaptation to accomrñodate changes in the inhabitants lifestyles. For instance, a
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couple requires an extra room for a newborn baby, or an individual has decided to practice

their trade at home and constructs a workshop.

43
I tssues

The concept of 'Tissues', has evolved as a extension of the SAR method to cover the

larger context of the built environment. Tissues, in turn developed as a extension of the

Supports methodology. However, the difference in Tissues is it's main objective is with

the immediate context which is larger than the single building and smaller than the urban

structure. The concept of 'Tissues' was developed specifically to view the built

environment as a whole. Therefore, when a built environment shows patterns that can be

recognized and to which buildings and the spaces around them are ordered, they are viewed

as one in the same. This interrelationship in the built environment is what is referred to as a

'Tissue'. Tissues look at the interrelationships between that which is smaller than the

urban structure and larger than the single building. The SAR method definition of the

'Tissue' "is that scale where a large number of discrete architectural interventions come

together into a larger whole and are integrated with streets and public spaces".44 The

purpose of the Tissue concept is to ensure that the SAR methodology does not end at the

walls of a building. In fact, the entire premise of the methodology is to view the built

environment as a whole. Therefore, the same concepts apply to the immediate surrounding

of a building. However, there are a few additional concepts that are introduced to

specifìcally deal with this scale of the built environment. These are Tissue agreements, and

Elements.

John Habraken. 'Sar 73' See for a detailed look at the concept of 'Tissues'

John Habraken. 'Grunsfeld Variations'. p.2

+J
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Iissue Agreements

Tissue agreements are descriptions of the interrelationships between socio-cultural

and the built environment, or specifìcally the overlapping of these two. Because the built

environment is interrelated with the social and cultural context, we must be able to point out

the manifestations of these forces in the built environment. Therefore, Tissue agreements

are documentation of built form that reflects socio-cultural context.

Elements

Elements are the parts of the built environment which include streets, sidewalks,

buildings, fences, etc. However, there are two distinctions of elements. The first is

elements are either Space or Building. The second is that elements are either thematic or

Non-thematic.

Space or Building

'Spaces' are gardens, parks, yards, streets or any part of the built environment that is

open to the extremes of climate. 'Building' are houses, churches, schools, factories,

stores, or, any part of the built environment that is covered, not open to the climate.

Thenwli c and N ott -Tlrcmal i c.

A thematic element is one that re-occurs. These are typical and can be either Space or

Building. For instance, a detached home is typical in West Alexander. A Non- thematic

element often gives an accent. They are not typical. These can also be Space or Building.

For instance, the Midland railway in West Alexander was not typical of the neighbourhood.
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Historical Change and Continuity

Moudons methodology, evolves from reconstructing the historical development of

building activity in the Alamo Square neighbourhood in San Francisco. The inquiry's

intent was to understand how people had transformed their built environment over time.

The hypothesis was that through the study of past historical events surrounding the built

environment, an understanding about change could be revealed. The study in essence

looks at the process that has lead to the incremental changes of the built environment. In

turn, the study views the built environment as part of its social and cultural context both

presently, and in the past

Methodology

The methodology of the study, follows a chronological sequence tracing the

neighbourhoods development. In other words, the inquiry is historical in its focus. The

reason the inquiry follows a chronological sequence is to reveal all the layers of

development. The structure of the study is divided into two parts.

Part one is primarily concerned with documentation and observation from the

perspective of understanding the built environment as a manifestation of its socio-cultural

context. With the use of a series of maps that date from the beginnings to the present

neighbourhood, a comparison of growth is made of the neighbourhood's form and

structure. The first step involves a walking tour of the existing neighbourhood with these

maps to identify typical and atypical land uses, building, details etc. This can also help

identify when buildings were built to identify shifts in building traditions. The second part

of this section, involves the use of these maps to document the land subdivision, the outline

of buildings at ground level, the footprint of the buildings, the principal land use, and the

breakdown of uses for each property. In Alamo square, this was done for three eras,

1899, 1931, and 1976. From these maps, correlation's are made to signal change in the

form and structure of the neighbourhood, related to historical events and building design

traditions.(Fi gure 22)
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Part two involves three sections. The fìrst section, is to identify the elements of the

built environment which were developed without the participation of the inhabitants. Such

elements include streets and block sizes. The next part is to identify those elements in

which the inhabitants had some control, such as lot sizes and housing forms.(Figure 23)

For these elements, drawing of building typologies illustrate the variation and option

available to the inhabitants, and outlines the limits to the order and variation in that

environment. The final stage of the study includes the identification of those elements, of

the environment in which the inhabitant had unlimited choices, or at Ieast such a broad

range of available solutions that no typology, could be determined to explain the pattern.

These consist of additions to buildings, uses of spaces, and personal expression.

Documentation

The documentation of the inquiry is illustrated in various ways. Existing situations,

are illustrated with annotated photographs that are keyed specifìcally to a map of the

neighbourhood. This collection of photographs are collected by the simple method of

observation while walkingas. Drawings are extensively used to illustrate building

typologies, patterns in the built form and structure, and relationship of elements. The

drawing convention used includes plans, elevations, sections and three dimensional

drawings. In all these cases, illustrations are extensively annotated providing a clear

purpose for each drawing. Text is used in documenting historical events, explanation of

finding, and also to substantiate findings. The methodology follows two criteria of

organizing information. The first criteria is by chronology. The purpose is to demonstrate

the progression of development identifying major events and building traditions. The

second criteria is by scale in the built environment. Commencing with the relationship of

neighbourhood roads and streets to the broader urban structure of a city. Progressing

towards city blocks, to buildings, and to rooms within buildings.(figure 2Ð By illustrating

Allan Jacobs. 'Looking at Cities' Jacobs, believes the method of observation is an easill'
accessible way to inform our selves about the process of change in the built environment. In
addition b1, rvalking the intangibles of noise,smells, even the feel of things can be appreciated.

Much to often a neighbourhood may be physicall-v unsightly'to some standards but the

intangible , non physical provide use with an entirely different impression. Jane Jacobs also

refers to the this notion q'hen she refers to he North End of Boston.

45
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the built environment physical elementsfrom the macro to the micro also corresponds with

the macro being in the control of the public and the micro in the control of the private. By

combining these two criteria for organizing information, the result is an inquiry that

illustrates the relationship between historical social and cultural traditions and urban form.

Ultimately Moudon concludes that inhabitants when adapting their buildings and homes are

actually affecting the neighbourhood and eventually the city as a whole.
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Summary

In this chapter, a genealogy was presented

Habraken and Moudon. From this genealogy, the

established body of knowledge.

for the two primary references of

two references are placed within a

Stitching Architects' Research (SAR) development of the concept of 'Tissues'

coupled with the concept of 'Supports', illustrates a methodology that is systematic in its

approach to looking at the interrelationships between built environment and its inhabitants.

As a result, the methodology has developed a terminology that can be used to describe such

interrelationships.

These two methodologies are similar in their objective, only differing in their scope.

Habraken tends to focus on the present situation of a built environment, whereas Moudon

places emphasizes on the historical events and attitudes that surround a built environment.

What is common to the two methodologies is their belief that built form is interwoven with

the socio-cultural context of the built environment. Accordingly, these methodologies

recognize that the inhabitants interaction and interdependence with the built environment is

an essential aspect of understanding their complexity. In the presentation of the two

methodologies of Moudon and Habraken, it was established that there are three common

aspects to both the methodologies:

First, both methodologies recognize fhe inhabitant as the dynamic force within the

built environment.

Second, both methodologies demonstrate the intent to identify and promote diversity

in the built environment.

Third, both methodologies identify the elements of the built environment as either

public or private, and as either in the control of the group or in the control of the

indi vidual inhabitant.
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C ha pte r F ive:
Methodology for an lnquiry into West Alexander

The premise of this inquiry agrees with the view of Christopher Alexander that built

'form', and its social and cultural 'context' are interwoven, creating the built environment.

The inquiry's purpose is to understand the built environment in West Alexander, explore

the intenelationships of form and context, and to reveal the processes that have lead to the

present built environment of the neighbourhood, in order to reveal possible design guide-

lines for future development in the neighbourhood.

Conceptual Framework of lnquiry

The conceptual framework that is derived from Jon Lang and Christopher Alexander

indicates that the built environment reflects the technological, cultural, physiological and

psychological values of a society. In Chapter five, two methodologies have demonstrated

that the built environment is a sequence of events from generation to generation, which

reveal changes in the built environment with respect to social and cultural values. These

views serve as the conceptual precedent for an inquiry into the built environment of West

Alexander.
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Fig. 25 Conceptual frameu,ork of inquiry

According to ChristopherAlexander, the built environment is an interwoven whole of

context and form. Context, -according to Alexander is the socio-cultural values of

inhabitants, and form is the built aspects that meet those socio-cultural values. This view

forms the conceptual framework of this inquiry (Figure 25). Within this framework, the

built environment is not static, but dynamic, continually changing its form to meet the

context.
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Methodology

The methodology used in this inquiry is derived from Habrakens SAR concept of

'supports and Detachable units', and Moudons concept of 'degree of inhabitant control'.

Both these concepts establish a distinction between what is in the control of the community,

and what is in the control of the individual. In addition to these concepts, the inquiry will

also follow the chronological sequence of historical events and the neighbourhood scale,

that Moudon illust¡ates in her study. Therefore, it will explore the built environment of
'WestAlexanderfrom its beginning to the present. With both these concepts in mind, the

methodology is divided into three sections (Figure 26)

ANALYTICAL METHODOLOGY

INHABITANTS INHABITANTS INHABITANTS
NO SOME IN

CONTROL CONTROL CONTROL

LEVELS OF
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Fig. 26'Anal1'1¡st¡ Methodology' Diagram'

1)The first part, is to identify the elements of the built environment about which the

inhabitants had no choice, such as land subdivision of streets and block. For

these elements, drawing of the land subdivision practices will illustrate the

different phases of land subdivision, based on the attitudes of the groups or

individuals involved.

2)The next part, is to identify those elements in which the inhabitants had some

control, such as, land uses of lots and buildings For these elements, maps of

land use, lot lines, ànd building foot print illustrate the variation and option

available to the inhabitants.
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3)Finally, the identification of those elements of the environment in which the

inhabitant had unlimited choices, or at least a broad range of available solutions.

These elements consist of adaptation of buildings, lots, and blocks.

The primary reason for using the methodologies of Habraken and Moudon, lies in the

fact that these approaches do not isolate the built form from its social and cultural context.

The secondary reason for using these methodologies, is that it enables to differentiatethe

levels of the built environment according to the built form elements of the environment.

Thesereflecteitheran inhabitant's private choice or a group's public choice. This proves

to be useful in understanding the dynamic between these two bodies of decision making,

and also in the development of the built environment.
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Up until now, we have discussed the parts of the inquiry. However, this explanation

would not be complete without ensuring that the inquiry is viewed as a whole. In order to

do this, we must view the conceptual framework as interwoven with the analytical

methodology. The purpose of viewing the inquiry in this manner, is that the entire premise

of the conceptual framework is to view the built environment as a system of undivided

parts. All documentation must be viewed as interwoven, in order to ensure that the

complexity of the neighbourhood is not simplified. For this reason, there is only a practical

distinction between the Conceptual Framework and the Analytical Methodology. They are

in essence, interwoven as illustrated by Figure 27. In the process, the inquiry begins to

reveal the interrelationship that occurs between inhabitant and built form. This provides

lessons or guide-lines that may help in creating future developments, which are sensitive to

this neighbourhood's built environment.

Summary

By bringing these two methodologies together, we formulate a single methodology

that combines the systematic terminology of Tissues and SAR, with the methodology of

historical inquiry of Moudon. What this provides, is a methodology that can systematically

trace a built environment's interrelationships through its history. Since the methodology of

SAR tends to focus on the present situation of a built environment, introducing the

historical methodology of Moudon, can create a dynamic methodology, that begins to relate

the present situation of a built environment to its historical events. The result, is not a static

picture, but one that begins to reveal a historical picture of a dynamic ever-changing, built

environment interwoven with its social and cultural milieu. Christopher Alexander

describes this as an ensemble, where form and context are inseparable.
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Part Three

Chapter Six:
I n ha bita nts no G ontrol

The title of this chapter 'Inhabitants no Control', refers to the elements of the built

environment that are predominantly a result of planned public action. For instance, the

activitiesof land developers, land surveyors, and government officials with respect to the

development of infrastructure and land subdivision, which includes the layout of streets

and blocks. These elements, in turn, become the field of reference for future development

of blocks into lots, and eventually to the building placement on those lots. Within the

neighbourhood of West Alexander, these elements have traditionally been in the control of
the public, rather than in the hands of the individual inhabitant. For this reason, these

elements are considered not in the control of the inhabitants.

The distinction of 'lnhabitants no Control', is in keeping with the methodology of
both Habraken and Moudon, described in chapter 4. Both methodologies demonstrated

that a built environment has elements within it that are primarily public in nature. Habraken

referred to them as the 'Support" and Moudon as land subdivision. The study of past land

subdivision of West Alexander, as Moudon has illustrated, provides an understanding of
changes and influences that different land subdivision practices have had on the
neighbourhood's public elements.

The intent of this chapter is to reveal the historical practices of land subdivision that
have contributed to the present form of West Alexander'. The purpose of revealing these
attitudes, historical events, and conventions of land subdivision is to show their influence
on the development of the neighbourhood's block and street pattern. The purpose of this is
to understand the structure of land subdivision that ultimately dictates the form of the built
environment. Furthermore, this chapter will also begin to illustrate the different land
subdivision practices that have oìcurred in the neighbourhood since the first acts of land
subdivision in Winnipeg. This will provide a comparative analysis of all the practices up
until the present day. This comparison will demonstrate that the original land subdivision
has been the point ofreference ofall land subdivision to the present day.
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Land Subdivision

While walking the streets of West Alexander, one can not help but realize the variety

of street and block types that exist, Alexander, Pacific, Ross, and Elgin Avenues have a

long stretched appearance reinforced by the line of homes along both sides. These streets

are only broken at lengthy intervals by streets such as Arlington, Sherbrook and Isabel,

which are primary streets of traffic in the neighbourhood. On the other hand streets such as

McDermontand Bannatyne Avenues are crossed by streets at regular intervals creating an

array of street corners. This character is also similar to the north side of Alexander and to

the south side of William Avenues as illustrated by Figure 28.
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Fig 28 A Streets and blocks map of West Alexander

This diversity of street ànd block patterns found in West Alexander, raises the

question: "How has this happened?" This question is interesting especially if one has

walked around other neighbourhoods in Winnipeg and observed that these neighbourhoods

have a clear pattern of streets and avenues. The situation in West Alexander seems to be
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unique. A downtown city map illustrated in Figure 29 shows that West Alexander's street

and block patterns have considerable diversity within a relatively small area, as compared to

the neighbourhoods to the north and south of West Alexander. These neighbourhoods

portray a regular and ordered checker board pattern of streets and blocks. West Alexander

is also checker board like, yet the shape and size of blocks are different from street to

street.

Fig. 29 Dou'ntorvn map of Winnipeg ,the dark blocks indicate West Alerander.

Historical Events in Lañd Subdivision

To begin to answer this question, we start with a historical survey of the development

of land subdivision of streets and blocks in \ù/est Alexander. One need not go back further

than the "Plan of the settlement on the Red River", as it was in June of 1816, illustrated in
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Figure.30. This early map of the future site of the City of Winnipeg, clearly shows how

the land subdivision, as established by Governor Miles Macdonell, influenced the cities

basic street pattern, as previously illustrated in figure 2T of present day Winnipeg. The

Governor choose to subdivide the land a mile north of the Hudson's Bay company into

long narrow lots of approximately one hundred acres, with a frontage of 6óO feet facing the

Red River, and running back two miles. These river lots constitute the first land

subdivision in Winnipeg.a6

.1-t ,U dñF* -,tur t^.u n t+
u q'ta,4 'ñt I d re' N. .ùr

Fig. 30 Plan of the Settlement on the Red Rlver, 1816

In 1868, the Hudson Bay Company surrendered its land rights to the dominion

government. Immediately after land subdivision of the prairies into townships and

sections, including the land as-subdivided by Macdonell, was executed. The river lots

R.H. Ar,ent. 'History and Development l-and Subdivision,'Winnipeg District'.pp1-5
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outlined by Macdonell ultimately governed the street plan of Winnipeg, since many of the

building structures and land claims had been established though the conventions of the river

Iots prior to this event. These lots were then grouped into Parishes and the fìrst plan of

Winnipeg's area was dated "Dominion Lands Survey Office Winnipeg April 7874", as

illustrated in Figure 31.

Fig. 3l A map of Winnipeg in 1874, entitled "Dominion l.ands Sun'ey Winnipeg, Apnl 1874'

The area of present day West Alexander consisted of river lots owned by pensioners

of the Hudson Bay Company or allocated to Selkirk settlers. Because these lots were

owned prior to the land subdivision acts of the 1880's, (for example; the Real Estate Act of

1885 and the Special Survey Act of 1890), the river lot dimensions were determined by

land title in which possession established prescriptive title. Since these lands were claimed

prior to these acts, the area of -West Alexander had no formal land subdivision which

clearly defined blocks and streets as was the case with land subdivision done after 188547.

47 R.H. Avent. 'History and Development [-and Subdivision, Winnipeg Distnct'.ppl-5
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The area bordered by Notre Dame Avenue to the south, Henry Ave to the North, Main

street to the east, and Arlington to the west represents land subdivision prior to the real

estate boom of 1881, in Winnipeg.

With the real estate boom of 1881, interest in Winnipeg real estate grew and with it

came the development of the river lots in the area of present day West Alexander. These

river lots were ultimately subdivided into lots with a street established up the middle of the

riverlot. Cross streets and dimensions of blocks subdivision were done according to the

whim or generosity of the Landowner with little or no regard for crossing streets and lot

relationship to one another. The overriding influence in this ad hoc land subdivision was

the fact river lots being shaped as long narrow strips of land stretching west perpendicular

to the banks of the Red River forced subdivision west of the red river. For this reason,

present streets that run east west, either mark the center or property line of the original river

lot. The map titled "Plan of the City of Winnipeg and its Vicinity in 1874" (Figure 32)

illustrates these land subdividing activities.

Fig. 32 "Plan of the City o[ Winnipeg and its Vicinity in 1874"
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The individuals involved in the early land subdivision were far more interested in

short term financial success than with the social and physical environment they were

creating. This attitude was not only common among these individuals, but also among the

majorfigures in the development of the city of Winnipeg at that time.as

The importance of early land subdivision to Winnipeg's street and block pattern is

obvious. However, it also demonstrates that the early pioneer spirit has played a major role

in the form of the neighbourhoods land subdivision. As was mentioned, the land

subdivision was carried out at the whim of the land owner. We fìnd present day street and

block patterns revealing a variety of block types that corresponds to these individual land

owners. These attitudes fostered the diversity that exists in the neighbourhoods street and

block patterns of present day. However, to further understand the ramification of this

process and its effect on the neighbourhood, we must focus on the neighbourhood's block

and street pattern to ultimately determine how this attitude manifested at the level of the

block.

Blocks and Streets

Due to the early land subdivision practices being carried out at the whim of the

individual owner, the block pattern is unique for each stretch of the river lot. For this

reason, the dimension and orientation of each block is different from one to the next. As

revealed by the Plan of the City of Winnipeg map of 1874, eight block types can be

determined which correspond to the seven river lots that encompass the neighbourhood of

West Alexander.( See Figure 33 )

From these eight block confìgurations, evolved present day West Alexander street

and block patterns. For the ease of documentation, the names of the owners of the river

lots as shown on the map of 1874, will be used to distinguish both location and block type.

Alan F.J.Artibise. 'Winnipeg a Social History of Urban Growth lg74-1914'. pp224-245
This section of the book is entitled "Public Health verse the Prjvate Cit-v, provides a good
impression of the attitude of the business elite and city council towards the cities social
i ssues.

.18
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From the most northerly river lot were: Alexander Logan, McWilliams, James Ross, W.R

Ross, Bannatyne, Andrew McDermont, and W. Drever.

Block Development Matrix
( crRCA 1880 ' ctRcA 1900 ":'l960 lo Present iTime of Block

Developmenl

Alexander
Logan

McWilliams

James
Ross

W.R
Ross

Bannatyne

McDermont
(A)

McDermont
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W.
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Figure 33, shows eight block types which illustrate the diversity of block patterns

found in West Alexander. Also shown is the progression of block subdivisions from 1880

to the present day, complete with back lanes and orientation toward circulation patterns of

street traffic. Interesting aspects are revealed about the subdivision of blocks in the matrix.

In the case of the original block patterns, it is important to note the generous sizes of lots in

the 1880's, as compared to the block subdivision of 1900's. This indicates a shift in

building practices, as will be discussed in the following chapter. Also interesting to note,

is the mass land parceling practices of the 1960's to the present, which also indicates a shift

in building practices. A general observation that can be made of all the block patterns, is

that the transformations of block types have occur¡ed within the original subdivisions of the

individual river lots. For this reason, the original land subdivisions over time, have

influenced how the neighbourhoods land subdivision has ultimately been developed. This

relationship becomes an important aspect when trying to understand how shifts in building

practices and land subdivision have either tried to work within this existing pattern, or tried

to restructure the subdivision as illustrated by the Urban Renewal proposals of the 1950's.

By studying the different block types as illustrated in Figure 33 and comparing the

property line maps of 1947 with 1988 as shown in Figure 34, a clear progression of block

development practices becomes evident. It is clear, land parceling for large building

projects is indicated by the large propenies found in the map of 1988. This indicates the

Urban Renewal block developments of the 1960's.

These maps also reveal that the block subdivision of the early 1900's seems to be the

predominant block subdivision type in the neighbourhood. This again demonstrates the

influence and impact these early subdivisions have had on the neighbourhood. Also the

presence of different eras of block development layered on a single block as illustrated in

Figure 35, demonstrates the mixed land use that is prevalent in the neighbourhood of West

Alexander, which will be discussed in the next chapter. This also reveals how original lot

subdivisions within blocks have been either enlarged or decreased in size. This point will
ultimately show that the increaù or decrease in lot size had an important effect on how

these lots were to be used.
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LAND SUBDIVISION FROM THE
EARLY 19OO'S

INAL LAND SUBDIVISION OF
BLOCKS IN 1880'S

LAND PARCELING OF THE 1960

Fig.35 L-ayenng effect of different lot suMivision over a 100 years

S u m m a ry

In this chapter we have explored the aspects of land subdivision in West Alexander

were discussed with respect to the public attitudes and historical events that surrounded

land subdivision. The chapter also demonstrated, that the diversity of streets and block
subdivision found in West Alexander, could be attributed to the fact that early land

subdivision was a product of the whim of seven individual river lot owners as stated on

Figure 33. As a result, it was revealed that the variations of block types did not follow any

set rule, except those set up by the land owner's surveyors. As a result, the

neighbourhood demonstrates seven types of blocks and streets, which correspond to the

original seven river lots. The main purpose of this exercise was to reveal some of the

historical issues which have lead to the pattern of streets and blocks in the neighbourhood.

This chapter also concentrated on the aspects of the neighbourhood where the

inhabitant had relatively no control , for example, subdivision of the land into streets and

blocks. Therefore, it is intentional that a discussion regarding the inhabitant was not

included here. Since this discussion fits into the next chapter, where the findings from this

chapter will become clearer as towhat these findings mean to the built environment of West

Alexander. For this reason the observations in this chapter will be left without
conclusions. However, in the following chapters these fìndings will be recalled and their

role in the built environment of West Alexander will be clarified.
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C ha pte r Seve n:

lnha bita nts some Gontrol

The aspects of the built environment which have been the result of the interaction

between community(supports)ae and individual(detachable unit) decisions, is referred to as

'lnhabitants some control'. The elementsso of the built environment that the previous

chapter began to reveal, were those of inhabitants having no control over land subdivision

became a structure for the individual or group to create their dwellings. The intent of this

chapter is to show the elements of the built environment where the individual or group has

some influence. This will ¡eveal the dichotomy between community and individual forces

as it manifests itself in the neighbourhood of West Alexander. These elements consist of

land use and buildings. At this scale of the built environment the inhabitant has a certain

degree of influence, even though community influences clearly dominant. There is, in any

case, a subtle level of influence which is essential in the interrelationship that occurs

between the inhabitant and theirbuilt environment.

In this chapter the issue of land use becomes predominant since the neighbourhood

of West Alexander has an overwhelming characteristic of mixed land use. Land use is a

pivotal issue to further understanding the development of lot subdivision and the eventual

positioning of building on those lots. The importance of land use in West Alexander will

become clearer in this chapter.

Land use

Throughout West Alexander, one can experience a diversity of building uses. This

diversity ranges from industrial uses to the individuality of the residents. From the smell

of baking bread at the main plant of Weston Bakery, to the rumble of the trucks from the

V/innipeg city yards. Side streets are filled with cars belonging to employees of the Health

Science Centre. The occasional bang of box cars hooking up on the CNR Yards can be

Habraken uses these terns to refer to the pans of the built environment u'hich are in the
control o[ community or individual control. See p52-53 of this thesis.

Habraken uses this term to refer to the parts of the built environment. See p56 of this thesis.50
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heard. The old midland railway yards, now a soccer field and park, gives way to the

annual powwow. This brings the noises, smells and color of a week long outdoor festival

complete with buffalo burgers, amusement rides and aboriginal music and dance. You get

artisan activity, in places where residential homes have a workshop attached. In essence,

West Alexander gives the impression of a neighbourhood that has a diversity of uses.

Land Use Pattern

The diversity in land use found in West Alexander promotes the question; What does

this mean to the built environment? This question is interesting especially if one has

walked around other neighbourhoods in Winnipeg and observed that these neighbourhoods

have a separation of land uses. Specifically, they have separated residential, commercial,

and industrial areas. West Alexander's mixed land use, seems to be unique. The co-

existence of commercial, industrial, and residential is a typical occurence. In some cases

we have the co-existence of light industrial with residential, and commercial with residential

under the same roof.

By studying the land use pattern of 1ff18, as illustrated in Figure 36, we see that the

co-existence of residential, commercial, and industrial uses is a major characteristic of the

neighbourhood. Throughout the neighbourhood, the presence of different land uses is

evident. Even in areas of the neighbourhood with a strong residential use, it is not unusual

to see commercial and industrial uses co'existing with the residential.

As illustrated in Figure 35, in the last chapter block subdivision in West Alexander

reveals a layering effect of different lot subdivision practices over a period of hundred

years. This has created a variety of lot sizes to appear on a single block. As shown in the

last chapter larger lots signal a shift in land subdivision practices that have generally

enlarged the lot dimensions in the neighbourhood. This observation is furtherarticulated

by viewing the 1988land use map in Figure 36. In this map, it is revealed that the larger

lots in the neighbourhood are generally commercial or industrial land uses. As a result,

commercial and industrial uses generally are found on these larger lots. Figure 36 also

illustrates that even though larger lots generally indicate industrial and commercial smaller

lots do in fact accommodate public, parking, light industrial, and small commercial and

industrial uses. This observation suggests that the mix land use found in West Alexander
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may not be related to lot dimension. [n areas of predominantly residential land use with

small lots, we find occasionally these lots also serving as industrial and commercial uses.

Streets and land use

Walking through the streets of West Alexander, one observes a number of major

traffic streets in the area. Commercial and industrial activity is generally found where

residential streets cross these major thoroughfares. As a result, it is rare not to see some

so¡t of commercial or industrial activity on a block. Because most blocks are adjacent to

major thoroughfares, activity is present on these street corners. One can find bakeries,

restau¡ants, grocery stores, banks, drugstores, bars, florists, car garage, funeral home,

hospital and even a few schools. All these commercial and industrial activities generate

traffic and in turn, create active streets.
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trn areas where residential land use is predominant, we have commercial, industrial

and public use sharing a similar lot dimension. Conversely in areas predominantly

commercial and industriatr, we see that residential and public uses tend to have larger lots.

These observations are substantiated by Figure 38 which is a map of buildings (figure

ground) overlaid with property lines. This map demonstrates that larger buildings in the

neighbourhood are in fact occupying the large lots. Figure 3-/, a map which correlates

building outlines and land use illustrates that industrial, public and commercial land use is

intrinsic with larger buildings as illustrated in Figure 38. However, here again it is evident

that in areas that are predominantly residential, industrial, commercial and public uses tend

to conform in lot dimensions and building figure ground. The importance of this

characteristic to the issue of the mixed land uses is that it may reveal interrelations that both

commercial and industrial uses have developed to adapt theirbuilding forms and operations

to the property sizes, as well as to the adjacent neighbouring properties. From these

examples, insight into design guidelines can be gained in order to foster these mixed use

interrelationships.
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By looking at rhe land use map (Figure 36) of West Alexander, mixed land use is

quite evident on thoroughfares. However, what is interesting to note is the displacement of

land use areas relative to streets and traffic routes. Because of the major traffic routes such

as Notre Dame and Logan Avenues for east to west traffic and Isabel and Arlington Streets

for north to south vehicular traffic, commercial and industrial uses are attracted to these

four streets. In addition, the neighbourhood has also primary streets such as V/illiam

Avenue and Sherbrook street. With the presence of all these vehicular traffic routes,

industrial and commercial uses gravitate to these thoroughfares. As a result, residential

enclaves tend to be bordered by large industrial land uses such as the CNR yards, City

Works yards, Health Sciences Center, old garment industry, or even just by a commercial

strip along one side of the street. This added aspect of traffìc routes has obviously added to

the entire notion of a mixed land use pattern in'WestAlexander. This illustrates how traffìc

can introduce a diversity of mixed land use. As a result, these thoroughfares can be viewed

as a important aspect in fostering and maintaining West Alexander neighbourhoods mixed

land use

Back lane

The role of the back lane in the land use pattern of the neighbourhood stems from the

notion that since mixed ]and use did occur on blocks prior to increased densities, the need

to access commercial and industrial uses was necessary. This, coupled with the increase in

density initiated the introduction of the back lane. The effect on land use was the ability of

the blocks to further establish the mixed use character they had. This eventually lead to

back yard workshops and the use of the back yard for non-residential uses, some formally

structured, some informally establi shed.

Back lanes were first introduced into the street block to meet the need for access into

yards brought about by smaller block subdivision in the early 1900's. With regards to the

residential land uses, the increase in density narrowed the frontage of lots and provided

minimal or no access to back yards. The use of vehicles also promoted the need for

parking space. These were all àccommodated by creating access to back yards via the back

lane. Back lanes also allowed the inhabitant to move in equipment, park their car in

garages, and store their larger outdoor type possessions. Furthermore, both commercial

and industrial uses required access to shop and storage areas which were generally located
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at the back of the lot. Here again, the increased density did not allow for fronøl access,

and the back lane became the means for receiving and moving goods.

To walk through the back lanes of West Alexander's blocks is to step into the

personalities of the inhabitants that share them. The back lane is in essence, the backstage

of the neighbourhood block which reveals old abandoned cars, garbage bins with personal

items, cloths lines with hanging undergarments, windows looking directly into bedrooms,

and the odd sun tanner showing more of their bodies than they might want to reveal. All

these personal aspects of the inhabitants are shared among others, who live on that block.

There seems to be a tolerance of differences. This may have something to do with the

sense ofprivacy ofa back lane. Even though a back lane is not private property there is a

social norm that suggests to someone who is not an inhabitant of the block to keep out. In

fact, walking through neighbourhood back lanes, one can sense a feeling they are

intruding.

Historical Events Surrounding Land usesr

V/ithin historical events in Winnipeg, lies many of the reasons for a mixed land use in

the neighbourhood. Original land subdivision was not structured as a whole for the

neighbourhood. Therefore, it is not surprising to realize that land subdivision did not

necessarily discriminate for a specifìc land use in the neighbourhood.

The original land owner, as well as many city officials, had a laissez-faire attitude

towards land subdivision and land use. This laissez-faire attitude stemmed from the land

owners and city politicians whose main concern was to promote economic growth at any

exp€nse. This attitude was certainly at work with the introduction of the Canadian Pacific

Railway (CPR) through Winnipeg in 1881. The CPR brought the railway yards adjacent to

the business district of Winnipeg. With CPR development came instantaneous increases in

land value and a great influx of immigrants into the city. The attitude of most land owners

and city politicians, was to capitalize on the demand for land in 1881. At this point, lot

5l Allan Arribise. 'winnipeg a social history of urban growth lg7+1914'. 149-172.
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development was generic and did not discriminate between land uses In fact, many

warehouse and regional railways ultimately located depots and yards near the main CPR

yards, infringing on existing commercial and residential properties. This attitude fostered a

mixed land use that represents present day land use in V/est Alexander.

The city's only concern during this time was the expansion of Winnipeg as a

transportation center and not for how land was going to be used. Since this period in

Winnipeg's development did not discriminate against what buyers were going to use the

properties for, a mixed land use between residential, commercial and industrial uses was

inevitable. Since the neighbourhood was close to the business center of Winnipeg, it

became very easy for small industrial and commercial businesses to locate in West

Alexander. The forces of growth of these activities bleeding into the residential

neighbourhood, with the expansion of Winnipeg in the 1880's through to the 1990',

added to West Alexander's mixed land use. These historical attitudes and events indicate

that West Alexander's mixed land use has evolved as a reflection of these laissez-faire

attitudes on the part of the business elite and civic counsellors.

Economic Forces on Land Use

With the demand for residential, commercial and industrial land during the 1880's,

many blocks were subdivided into small lots to facilitate housing. Fortunately, the 25 ft

frontage that became the developer standard with north and south development in

Winnipeg, never affected block subdivision of \ù/est Alexander greatly. Since West

Alexander had been subdivided into larger lots of 6ó feet previous to this housing demand,

lots could only be divided into 33 ft lots which were too big for mass housing. As a result,

West Alexander escaped the mass housing boom of the 1900's. Houses that were built

during this period were either homes that were built with a lot not much smaller than 33

feet ornot largerthan 66feet.

Coupled with the housing boom was the industrial and commercial boom that

required land for their operations. The land uses that ended up locating in the West

Alexander neighbourhood were a mixture of industrial developments, retåil and wholesale.

However, the primary use was the wholesale industry. This was further initiated by the

building of the Midland Railway, that crossed the whole of West Alexander from east to
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west. Since the mass housing boom did not effect the neighbourhood, many of the vacant

lands and larger lots of 6ó feet became ideal for smaller support services and light industrial

uses. The result was a mixed land use that is present in today's land use pattern in West

Alexander.

The economic viability of West Alexander's appropriate land subdivision and close

proximity to the central business district in Winnipeg made West Alexander an ideal

location economically for the placement of light industrial and commercial use. As a result,

many situations are found throughout the neighbourhood that have industrial orcommercial

side by side with residential uses. However, since the commercial and industrial uses were

relatively small scale, the result was a certain compatibility that could be tolerated between

different land uses. Obviously, this was not the case in every situation. In the case of the

Iocation of the Midland Railway, even though it existed for more than 50 years in the

neighbourhood, it was agreed by many reports that the scale of the operation had a negative

effect on the neighbourhood.

Social Context of Land Use

Up until the 1920's, West Alexander remained a working and middle class

neighbourhood. Since most of the original homes in the neighbourhood were built by

"well-to-do" persons, these homes remained as useful structures which continued to

command substantial rents and prices. Because many of the original inhabitants of the

early 1880's began to move to the affluent upper class neighbourhoods of the south side of

Winnipeg these homes in turn could only be afforded by the upper middle class. Because

of the working class nature of the neighbourhood, small industrial and commercial

activitiesbeganto evolve as extensions to these residential buildings, Thus, this building

activity over the years has reflected the working class aspect of the neighbourhood and has

ultimately influenced the pattern of land use.

Because the middle class of Winnipeg is generally ethnically heterogeneous, the

ethnic makeup of the neighboùrhood consists of all the ethnic groups represented in the

city. This was and is still a characteristic of West Alexander. This characteristic has been

evident in the self expressions of inhabitants in their home renovations, which tend to

collectively reflect a diverse ethnic character. The effects of this on land use, is expressed
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in how yards are used, in turn, influencing land uses. For instance, many immigrants raise

rabbits, chickens and pigeons to supplement their ethnic diets . Some individuals use their

yards as extensive storage areas, such as, for car parts they collect from weekend jobs.

Some individuals appreciate a vegetable garden in the front yard, where others appreciate a

cemented front yard with chairs and tables for a level area for congregating in the evening.

Some individuals do not care how their front yards look and let the weeds grow. Others

have prefect manicured lawns. All these contrasts add to the neighbourhood diversity.

These historical events have lead to the mixed land use of West Alexander. Coupled

with this mixed land use, has been the tolerance of inhabitants to the conflict's that arise in

such conditions. Many adaptations and changes have occurred to the housing stock. It has

become a collection of individual expressions. One could argue that the individual

inhabitants have developed a tolerance for different goals and values that must come from

living in such a diverse neighbourhood of integrated land uses and ethnic groups. In the

next chapter, this notion of tolerance will be further discussed. For now the important

aspect to realize is that the social context of West Alexander has had an influence on the

form of mixed land use found in'West Alexander.

Dynamics of Land Uses

At a certain scale, the adaptation of form occurs and reveals where individual or

groups of inhabitants have had an opportunity to create or change dwellings. One could

suggest that the block and street structure of a neighbourhood are relatively fixed elements.

The inhabitants cannot change this form. However, at the lot's we have a dichotomy. On

one hand we have the form of block subdivision into lots indicating general rules governing

the placement of buildings on lots, as structured by surveyors, owner and governments.

On the other hand, is the adaptation and change of lot sizes as illustrated by Figure 35. For

this reason, certain relationships occur in land use that evolve as a result of the inhabitants

in a neighbourhood. In the following chapter, we will begin to reveal this relationship in

order to understand the mixed land use of West Alexander at the lot and building level.
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Summary

All these observations reveal that the different lot sizes, adjacency to thoroughfares

and land use, have a direct relationship on the land use pattern of the neighbourhood. The

unique aspect of \ù/est Alexander is that, within residential enclaves we still find industrial

and commercial land use, and in industrial and commercial we have residential use.

However, an important aspect torealize is the scale of lots and building differsfrom a

predominantly residential area to a predominantly commercial and industnal area. Both the

building and lot sizes are smaller in the predominantly residential enclaves, and respectively

larger in the commercial and industrial enclaves. This is most evident in residential

enclaves where the role of the back lane is to establish a common service access for all uses

within a block. Obviously this type of characteristic is more predominant in residential

areas of the neighbourhood, and is much less an aspect of larger industrial and commercial

areas that have service provisions that are not an integral part of the neighbourhood form.

However, with smaller establishments, their presence in the residential enclaves conform to

the residential scale. As a result, these building operations rely on the back lane access. As

a result, these buildings tend to fit into the residential lot dimensions.

The chapter's main purpose, was to demonstrate the aspects of the built environment,

which have been the result of the interaction between public and private forces. Since

mixed land use became a predominant issue in West Alexander, the chapter demonstrates

that the land use pattern is related to the interaction of public and private. This chapter

illustrates that the land use pattern that exists in West Alexander is as much an influence of

public land subdivision oflots, block and streets, as it is the influence ofprivate choices to

locate businesses and establish residences.
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In this chapter, it was revealed that mixed land use has played a major part in the

form of the neighbourhood. In the previous chapter, it was found that many of the

findings were left hanging with respect to their influence on the form of the built

environment. However, in this section, it was found that the social attitudes that

surrounded the development of streets and blocks began to emerge as a key aspects to the

development of the land use patterns found in West Alexander. It was discovered that the

laissez-faire attitude that surround the original land subdivisions continued well into the

evolution of the land use found in V/estAlexander. As a result , we begin to see a direct

relationship between the social and cultural attitudes and the form of the built environment.

This was illustrated by the diversity in building uses, the ethnic diversity, and mixed land

use in the neighbourhood. All of these heterogeneous qualities begin to reflect the original

Iand subdivision.
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Ghapter Eight:
lnhabitants in Control

Inhabitants in control refers to the elements of the built environment which have been

influenced by the inhabitant. These elements are observed as the changes that inhabitants

have made on original use and form of buildings.

Back yards, side yards, front yards, streets and back lanes seem to be the spaces that

show the influence of the inhabitants on the built environment of West Alexander. Within

these spaces, \rye discover a diversity of built forms that reflect the individuality of the

inhabitants. The lots and building take on a personality. These spaces repeat themselves

over and over, but they also reveal a diversity that stems from the personalities of each of

the inhabitants. In cases where we see blocks consisting of industrial, commercial, and

residential side by side, we find yards becoming the transition area between one use and

another. Side yards, back yards and front yards become the space for additions to

buildings, an extra room , a porch for an entry, a small garden, and in many cases we find

additions to residential homes that consist of industrial or comlnercial activity.

The relationships between blocks,lots, and buildings in'West Alexander seem at first

glance to reflect the whim of individual inhabitants actions. However, there appears to be

certain relationships concerning private and public space that are shared among the

inhabitants. The presence ofback lanes, front yards, side yards, and back yards are part of

the overall pattern of the neighbourhood as established by zoning by-laws and development

practices. These have influenced the placement of buildings on lots and what is part of the

back yard, front yard, and side yards. All the diversity of uses and shapes of building have

accommodated this pattern.

In this chapter, a closer examination of lots and buildings will begin to reveal the

relationships between neighbgurs, buildings, lots, blocks and land uses and how these

elements have manifested themselves in the built environment of West Alexander. We

begin to see the forces of inhabitant control in the development of building traditions as

well as the adaptations to buildings. The study of these adaptations will reveal that even as
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chaotic as they seem, we still have the presence of a pattem that influences the development

of these forms. This examination will consist of th¡ee interrelated asPects:

l)The first parr, will deal with the development of building typologies that have

influenced the development of lot subdivision and block subdivision.

2)The second part, deals with the development of the lots and their structure of

private and public space.

3)The third part, will deal with the structure of the block and how the development of

buildings and land use influenced the structure of private - public relationships

in the block .

Buildings

An examination of different land subdivision practices and land use begins to reveal

that there is a relationship between land uses, block and lot subdivision with the actual form

of buildings. This interrelationship between building typologies, land use, and land

subdivision practices illustrates the influence of these activities have on each other.

West Alexander's history of buildings will be divided into three eras: 1874-1910,

1910-1950, and 1950 to present. At the end of each examination a matrix will illustrate the

building typologies of that period. The matrix is subdivided into residential, industrial,

commercial, industrial/residential, and commercial/residential building uses. In addition,

each period's building typologies are subdivided into 6ó foot and 33 foot lot category. The

purpose of this is to reveal the adaptations to the original land subdivision of 6ó and 33 foot

lots. as they pertain to building typology and land use.
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Building During the Period from 1874 To 1910

With the development of the generic blocks in West Alexander came the traditional

detached home of the "Queen Anne" style with it the conventions of siting. These

conventions generally speaking, consisted of a2-3 storey building with yards on all four

sides. Another common feature of this style was the verandah attached to the front and

sometimes another attached to the back of the home. These homes also required rather

large residential lots. The standard lot size in Winnipeg at this time was 6ó feet by 100

feet. The original subdivision of blocks and lots in West Alexander reflect these

dimensions.

However, with the short lived boom of l88l many of these lots of 66feú were not

sold. Not until the steady growth after 1885 did these lots begin to sell. However, during

this time, a housing shortage coupled with good land values prompted by the economic

development brought about by the railway caused land developers to subdivide these 66

foot lots into 33 foot lots for housing. Many of these lots attracted the middle class. The

housing form that resulted was a hybrid form that had all the trimmings of a "Queen Anne"

home, but were much more narrower than their original counterparts. House builders

provided buyers with a selection of house designs of detached homes illustrated in design

manuals. Local carpenters would then follow the patterns as indicated and local mills and

building supply stores would provide the necessary materials.

Also accompanying the CPR was an injection of industrial and commercial activity

into Winnipeg. As a result of this activity, these same lots were also attractive to many

smaller industrial and commercial uses. Since these activities tended to be small in their

operations, these smaller lots located on the major thoroughfares became an ideal location

for such business. The importance of traffic and easy access to the business district made

the neighbourhood of V/est Alexander an attractive place to establish such small scale

business activity. The introduction of commercial and industrial uses conformed to the lot

di mensi ons and became part of -the nei ghbourhoods' residential makeup.

Also, as a result of the housing shortage, many of the larger lots that remained were

quickly picked up for row housing. These residential buildings enabled builders to build a

higher density and get a good return on their investment in these larger lots.
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On the smaller lots, many builders built three storey flats which were also designed to meet

the demand for housing. Also during this period, buildings of three to five stories were

built that housed commercial activity on the main level and had two to four stories of

residential apartments above. These buildings tend to occur along major thoroughfares

such as William Avenue and Shertrook Street.

During this period, the development of artisan workshops as additions to residential

homes also occurred. These additions were usually to homes on larger lots. They would

occur either on the side of a home or in the back with a driveway leading to the addition.

However, with the blocks consisting mostly of 33 foot lots, the back yard became a place

extensively used for such developments. Since the back lane provided easy access to the

back yard, such activities were easily introduced in garages and additions to the back of

residenti al buil din gs.

This period marks the foundation of West Alexander's neighbourhood structure that

exists today. The development of the 66 by 100 foot lot has structured the lot increments

of latter subdivision such as the 33 foot frontage. However, the most imPortant aspect of

this period is the adherence of building form to the increment of the lots as illustrated in the

matrix in Figure 39 . The characteristic to note is that buildings, regardless of use,

conform to suit the lot dimensions.
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Building During the Period from 1910 To 1950

During this period, greaterWinnipeg did not grow in the grand way the previous era

had grown. This stabilization in the economic climate coupled with the development of

suburbs in Winnipeg, caused the existing population to sprawl. As a result, a decrease in

the population of West Alexander occurred with middle class and upper class residents

moving to the ne\¡/ expanding suburbs. Hence, West Alexander became a predominantly

working class nei ghbourhood.

The forces behind suburban movement were much the same as in other cities that had

developed planning policies adapted f¡om the Garden City and City Beautiful movements

of the late 1890 an early 1900's. Their premise was to create a built environment which

established healthy, beauty, efficiency, functionality, and order as its objectives. The

means to achieving these objectives was to develop a city comprised of single land use

zones, of recreation, work, and living. These zones would be accessible by convenient

street design with proper widths and direction to facilitate the movements of people

between work and their homes as well as the places of recreation.

The advertisement of suburban neighbourhoods became popular and the large

spacious lots in the suburbs became cheaper. Since many of the middle class and upper

class had cars, the issue of transportation was not important. As a result, the

advertisements for suburban neighbourhoods became a main stay in newspapers and land

developers' literature. It was just a matter of time before the notion of living in the

neighbourhood with mixed use became unattractive to inhabitants. This was promoted by

comparisons between the noisy, chaotic and ugly central neighbourhood of West Alexander

to the beautiful park like suburban development of Tuxedo and the Crescent. Soon many

people agreed suburbs were the ideal living environment. As a result, West Alexander

entered a state of decline.

As building activity focused on suburban development and the creation of parks along

Winnipeg's rivers such as the Assiniboine Park and St. Vital Park, building activity in

West Alexander became stagnant. However, what little building did occur reflected the

suburban ideals. Large front yards became characteristic of new construction. However,

because of the stigma attached to urban living, building activity during this period was very
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slow and much deterioration occurred. Building activity that did exist consisted of
additions to existing buildings. Many of the building typologies of the previous period

continued into these years.

This period is characterizedas stagnant and as a time of deterioration of much of the

building stock found in West Alexander. The pressures of suburban development and the

attitudes toward the urban neighbourhood made West Alexander an undesirable place to

live for most people in Winnipeg. As a result, the building typology of this period reflects

either the suburban ideals or the continuation of building practices of the previous period as

illustrated in Figure 40.
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Building During the Period from 1950 To Present.

As a result of the forces of suburbanization, 'West Alexander's built environment

began to see the effect of a transient population. New immigrants generally settled in the

area for a number of years before saving enough resources to move to more permanent

residences in the suburbs. This was not the case for all immigrants in the neighbourhood.

Many also remained and became part of the present neighbourhood. However, the general

attitude towards the inner city neighbourhoods by many Winnipeggers was and still is, that

the neighbourhoods are simply not a good place to live. This attitude seems to reflect to
some extent the deterioration of the built environment during the 50's and 60's.
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The introduction of Urban Renewal programs in the neighbourhood during the 5O's

occurred at a time when the opinion of many individuals reflected the values of suburban

life. The notion of living in single use residential neighbourhoods connected with efficient

vehicular thoroughfares to large recreational venues such as the Assiniboine Park was

ideal. The isolation of industrial and commercial activities into industrial parks such as the

Inkster Industrial park and the development of commercial concentration such as Polo Park

became the ideal working and shopping environments in Winnipeg. The mixed land use of

West Alexander which was dirty, ugly, old, inefficient, chaotic, and simply unorganized,

in contrast to the environment of suburban life style, was most unattractive. However, this

is not to suggest that the neighbourhood had no vitality and was simply rotten. The fact is

that, the aesthetic characteristics of the neighbourhood did not fit the ideals of the time or

those of a healthy environment. Yet, inhabitants in the neighbourhood continued to run

their lives as part of a working class community. This is not to suggest that there was no

truth in the observations of the suburbanites. Aspects such as the Midland Railway were

indeed a problem for the attractiveness of the neighbourhood. Eventually the railway was

removed. It is important to note, the influence that suburban ideals had on the perception

of the neighbourhood of West Alexander.

This entire period saw many programs for the redevelopment and revitalization of the

neighbourhood. The most prominent programs developed during this period where the

Urban Renewal Program in the 1950's and 60's and the Neighbourhood Improvement

Program of the 1970's and 80's. The importance of these programs to neighbourhoods

during this period was their affect on revitalization of the form and structure of buildings

produced . In fact, the shift from one program to the other marked an important shift in the

attitudes of city planners toward such programs.

kograms and proposals initiated under Urban Renewal emphasized the area of West

Alexander as a commercial, retail and cultural area of Winnipeg. In the early years of

Urban Renewal, development consisted of simple bulldozing of the area. Shortly after

these proposals were made public, many individuals argued that this approach to urban

renewal was severe and involved the displacement of many people. It was precisely this

type of urban renewal which the federal government of 1968 reacted to negatively as a

result ofpressures by individuals ofinnercity neighbourhoods across Canada.
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The objectives of these programs were essentially akin to suburban efforts since the

objective was to create in \ù/est Alexander a cultural and commercial zone. This notion is

further substantiated by the development and proposals geared towards creating a

downtown expressway, which would provide efficient access from suburbs to the

downtown commercial and cultural area.S2 This idea of creating a downtown expressway

further emphasized the commitment of the city towards these suburban developments.

Fortunately, the intent to create a downtown expressway were ended by a shift in federal

policy in 1968. Afreeze was placed on all urban renewal plans in Canadian cities. The

urban renewal proposals were realized only by the building of the Museum of Man and

Nature, the Centennial hall and the Planetarium on Main street. The proposals of the

downtown expressway, ran into major organized protest from resident committees which

eventually ended these proposals.

However, the attitudes of urban renewal continued to exist. The Health Science

Center expansion involved Iand parceling which included closing of streets and destroying

houses. This approach is evident by analyzing the property lines maps of 1947 to lf)88 as

illustrated previously in figure 34. The development of the city yards had also closed off
blocks creating dead ends.

The result of this shift in attitudes towards urban renewal on the part of the federal

government resulted in the development of the rehabilitation approach. This was based on

a high degree of community involvement in the revitalization of neighbourhoods. The

result of these initiatives was the introduction of the Neighbourhood Improvement Program

(N.I.P.) in Winnipeg. The new approach was embodied into the city's committee on

Urban Renewal and Redevelopment. The new approach embodied two major principles.

City'of Winnipeg, Dept.of Housing and Urban Renewal. 'Urban Reneu'al Area no.2, Phase I
Midland Railu'a1''. Plate 4.
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a)First, it proposed a policy oriented towards neighbourhood improvement programs

whereby preservation and rehabilitation measures would be emphasized and

whereby redevelopment measures would be employed on a more selective

basis.

b)Second, it encouraged citizens participation throughout its planning and

implementation stages.

The approach used by N.l.P. required resident committees to identify neighbourhood

concerns before stepping into revitalization initiatives. As a result, infill housing program,

Residential Rehabilitation Assistance Program (RRAP), and overall improvements of

streets, sidewalks, and parks were used to improve the appearance and vitality of the

neighbourhood. Through the RRAP, homes were renovated, new fences were put up,

houses were painted, and additions were built. Even retail and commercial buildings, were

built onto residential buildings on major thoroughfares.

The N.l.P. initiative was much more sensitive to the neighbourhood through the

residents committees than the Urban Renewal hogram. However, the program here again

had a one sided approach that emphasized the residential component objective of

revitalization, much like the Urban Renewal which emphasized the industrial and

commercial aspects of the neighbourhood. On the other hand, the objective of N.I.P was

biased in favor of residential development with many of the commercial and industrial uses

made non-conforming. Again, we see that this progr¿rm also reflects the notion of a single

use area. In fact the N.I.P. policy many times identifies "admixture" of land uses as a

major problem in the revitalization in the neighbourhood.

The ultimate effect of N.I.P. was the creation of community involvement. The

program provided an identifiable entity that inhabitants could approach to express their

needs for home renovations. As a result, many additions and renovations occurred in the

neighbourhood. These had a very positive effect on attitudes, not so much of people in

greater Winnipeg, but of the inlabitants of the neighbourhood itself.
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During this period, two extreme building typologies emerged. On one hand, we have

the development of pavilion type, self contained buildings that were built on a collection of

lots parceled together to form one lot. These buildings tend to be associated with the

Health Science Center, hospital buildings and large industrial and residential buildings. On

the other hand, we have the activities of infìll and renovation that were built on the original

lots of 33 feet, as illustrated in Figure 41.

By bringing the matrices of the three periods (as illustrated in Figure 42) together we

can show the relationships between the periods. An overall observation is that over the

years, the neighbourhood has witnessed an increase in construction by land Parceling. As

a result, the building typologies begin to form a larger foot print of building on the maP.

These larger buildings tend to be associated with the Health Sciences Center hospital

building. However, in most recent decades we have also seen the renewal of interest in the

development of the smaller building foot print that reflects the land subdivision of the

neighbourhood. Over the years the tendency of building typology has been towards large

Iots Yet the original land subdivision of 33 and 6ó feet seems to be adhered to on a regular

basis in the building typologies of smaller commercial, industrial, industrial/residential,

commercial /residential and residential uses. With the building typologies that have been

continuously adhering to 33 and 66 feet dimension, we begin to see a similarity not only in
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terms of their building typology but also in the way they are organized on the lots as well.

In the next section, this notion will be further investigated to reveal the relationships of this

observation.
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As was explained in the previous section on buildings, the influence of building

practices on original land subdivision in'West Alexander can be traced to the detached

building conventions of the "Queen Anne" residential style. In this section, it will be

illustrated that not onty did the development of lot dimensions reflect building tradition, but

in fact, the layout of the rooms of those residential buildings also affected the underlying

framework of private and public space within the lot itself. This relationship also

influenced the development of the block with respect to the introduction of the back lane.

As illustrated by the floor plan in Figure 43, the general layout of the two storey

residences reflected land subdivision. Their layout was simple, and it consisted of a formal

front zone which included the verandah, front entrance, living room, dining room, and a

informal zone which consisted of a kitchen storage room and back porch. The second floor

Ievel, usually had three bedrooms. The influence of this structure on the lot established the

relationship to the street and sidewalk. The result was a clear structure of private and

public outdoor space. As illustrated in Figure 44,the levels of public to private space begin

with the public street, semi-public sidewalk and the first foot of the front yard becomes the

public margin. This public margin is the area in which the public and private relationship

can become either an abrupt boundary of the private margin or the threshold to a semi

private zone.
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Fig 45 Illustration of the different conditions of public margin.
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For instance, in a situation where a staircase or door into a building occurs directly

from the sidewalk, we have the relationship of the public margin to the private margin

which forms a boundary between one zone and the other, as illustrated in Figure 45a. The

boundary becomes a limiting line that mediates between the two zones.

On the other hand, in a situation where a front yard separates the sidewalk from the

front door, we have space between these two zones called a semi public zone. This in

essence is a threshold from the public to the private, as illustrated in Figure 45b. The

threshold condition becomes the marriage of the two conditions.

The private margin zone is the area in which the actual building exists. The formal

side of the building occurs at the front of the property. As a result, the space for a

verandah usually occurs in the private margin. However, since this is a margin the same

rules of boundary and threshold exist. For instance, a verandah is an example of a

threshold in which this space unites the semi private with the private margin. A boundary

on the other hand, would be a door directly from the private margin into the private. This

becomes an abrupt transition between the semi private to the private.

hogressing to the back of the property, we have the back yard as a semi private zone

and a public margin. However, the reason for the semi private zone in the back yard is the

presence of a semi public back lane running in the back of the Iot. In some blocks that

never received a back lane, access to the back yard was through a side entrance. In this

case, the back yard was a private margin since there was always visual access to these areas

from neighbouring homes. The difference between these two situations was the means of

public entrance. One was purely frontal the other had both a back and front entrance.

The interaction between private and public margins described above becomes a

dynamic condition throughout the neighbourhood of West Alexander. This is the reason

for the concepts of threshold a_nd boundary. These concepts coupled with the concept of

the margin, provide a framework from which allows the diversity of form to be

comprehended as related to the overall structure of private and public space.
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The concept of a threshold, refers to elements of the lot that marry either the public

margin to the private margin orthe private margin to the private zone. This element can be

a front yard, back yard, side yard, verandah, steps and fence. In essence, any element that

is semi-private that invites and does not stop the individual from proceeding to the semi-

private zone is a threshold.

On the other hand, the concept of a boundary refers to elements of the lot that create a

limiting line between the public margin and the private margin or the private margin to the

private zone. These elements can be a fence that has to be physically opened, a door into a

building right on the front property line, or a hedge that is so dense that it blocks visual

access to the house. In essence, any element that purposely hinders the progress into the

semi privatezone is a boundary.

There is an underlying organization structured and interwoven with the placement of

rooms from the original residents of the 1880's. In situations where different land uses

exist, the form of buildings conform to this structure. For instance, we see situations of

industrial, commercial, and residential buildings conforming to lot dimensions of the

original land subdivision. We find the floor plans reflecting the formal to informal

progression of space as well as the placement of building on the lots reflecting the private

and public structure of the lots as described.

The importance of this structure is that it provides a sense of order to the diversity that

occurs from mixed land uses and the vitality that results from the individual expression.

The result is not a chaotic, unorganized and ineffìcient neighbourhood. On the contrary it

is complex. It is a reflection of the diversity and vitality that a neighbourhood can have in

fostering individual inhabitants expressions.

Blocks

At the block level of the neighbourhood, we find the structure of private and public to

be the basis for the diversity of form found in V/est Alexander. The structure emerges as a

dynamic system that creates order within the diversity. We find additions to buildings,

uses of yards, and the placement of buildings on Iots reflecting this structure. Yet the

diversity of expression by the inhabitants within the structure is not subdued.
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Relationships between mixed uses, between buildings, and of inhabitants to one another

begins to reveal a common structure that emerges amongst all the diversity. In this section,

the objective is to understand this structure as an underlying framework of the block and

how this structure is adapted and adhered to from the original subdivisions to the present

situations.

The transformation of the original structure of the block subdivision including the

back lane reveals that the original structure had a internal semi private zone. However,

with subdivision of the 6ó foot lots into lots of 33 feet, the need for access to the back yard

was required for industrial and commercial service access and storage of cars. As a result,

the inner semi private zone was penetrated creating a public back lane, as illustrated in

Figure 4ó.
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Fig. 46 Illustrates the transformation of the block
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The structure of the block that evolved from the original subdivision dictating the

Iocation of activities and the placement of buildings. As a result, the inhabitants expression

of how land is used is also interwoven with the underlying structure of private and public

space. For instance, in the case of building additions we find an array of porches,

verandahs, and extra rooms conforming to the area of private margin or semi private zone.

We also find the inhabitants'use of yards also reflecting the nature of the public and private

relationships. For instance, we find more personal uses such as hobbies, and clothes lines,

having closer proximity to the private margin rather than to the public margin on the lot.

One begins to understand that the diversity that we fìnd in the built environment of West

Alexander, with respect to built form, conforms to the public and private structure that is

interwoven with all these variations.

i--l Public ffi Prlvate Margln I Private

lIÏ Semi- Public I Sem¡-Private

Fig 47 An illustration of the block with the development of rhe back lane.

As illustrated in Figure- 4'1, the introduction of the back lane into the block

transformed the original semi -private zonefrom a predominantly residential activity into an

area that was penetrated by semi public back lanes that brought about a diversity of
activities. These activities ranged from the storage of garbage to the development of ethnic
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gardens. However, because the back yard continued to be a semi-private zone, we fìnd

that since the back lane is a semi-public zone, it is accessible to all inhabitants on that block.

The inhabitants, in turn, are exposed to the semi private behaviors that occur in this zone.

It can be argued that this helped the inhabitants become tolerant of each others different

values and in turn tolerant to the mixed use found on their blocks. As a result, we fìnd this

tolerance on the part of the inhabitants also leading to the suppression of their own

inhibitions towards self-expression.

Without the back lane in the block, we find the situation where individuals do not

have to deal with their neighbours. Usually the entrance to their yards is through the front

yard. As result, these inhabiønts never cross paths in a tight back lane, or have to deal

with the sight of their neighbours garbage bin that has fallen over, or get by the service

truck that is delivering parts to the hardware store. The inhabitant in this situation builds a

tall fence which helps them to isolate themselves even more. Yet in the back lanes the back

yards generally have a chain link fence that allows visual access to their semi private zone.

Here again, the level of tolerance seems to emerge as a manifestation, or better yet, as a

phenomena of the back lane.

S u m m a ry

In this chapter, we have explored a re-occurring order to the diversity of form. It was

found that original Iand subdivision of 33 and 66 foot lots were being adhered to on a

regular basis by building typologies of commercial, industrial, industrial/residential,

commercial /residential and residential uses. As a result , it demonstrated that the similarity

is not only in the built typologies, but also in the way these uses organized buildings on the

lots. As was illustrated, the introduction of the back lane proved to be a major part of this

occurrence. From this it was found that a private - public structure provides a sense of

order to the diversity of land use, additions to building, and to inhabitants expressing their

individuality. The result is not a chaotic, unorgani2sd and ineffìcient neighbourhood, but a

neighbourhood complexity, that is a reflection of the diversity and vitality that a structure

can have in allowing for the freedom of expression by individual inhabitants.
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Conclusions: Adaptation of Form

Adaptations of form refers to how individual inhabitants have manipulated the

structure of the block, as illustrated by hgure 6. The relationships between blocks, lots

and buildings in the neighbourhood of West Alexander seems at first glance to reflect the

whims of the individual inhabitants. However, there are certain relationships concerning

the private and public realm of this space that occur. As has been demonstrated, West

Alexander's built environment reflects social and cultural values. Yet, the presence of

back lanes, front yards, side yards, and back yards are part of the overall structure of the

neighbourhood as established by public decisions of Land Surveyors and Land

Developers. This structure has influenced the placement of buildings on the lots and what

is part of the back yard, front yard, and side yards. As subtle as this structure may seem

amongst the variety of uses and shapes of buildings, this structure is interwoven with the

diversity in the way inhabitants use their yards and with how they adapt their buildings to

accommodate their needs. However, this is not to suggest that inhabitants did not have the

freedom to build. On the contrary, the built environment of \ù/est Alexander contradicts

this by revealing an enonnous diversity in building forms, land uses and use of open

spaces. The dichotomy of a two sided built environment that differentiates between

community, planned action and individual choice is not the case here. We have, in fact,

both these aspects serving an indivisible and interwoven purpose that has evolved into the

complexity of the neighbourhood built environment of West Alexander

This chapter, will develop a twofold conclusion. The first part will be to offer a

method of describing and documenting the built environment of a specifìc block of a

neighbourhood. The purpose of this documentation is to provide both a method for

analyzingand developing design guidelines forfuture developments in the neighbourhood.

This documentation is broken down into three levels as follows:
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l)The first level called, 'A Block' illustrates in detail a block plan and elevations.

This will serve to illustrate the character of the block, i.e. height of buildings,

lot dimensions, building adjacencies and yards. This illustration will also be

used to key photographs. This method of illustrating the block is based on

Moudon methodology of documentation. The block chosen to demonstrate this

methodology, is bound by Logan Avenue to the north, Alexander Avenue to the

south , Gunnel Street to the east and Bushnell Street to the west as illustrated in

Figure 48.

2)The second level called,'Lots' will illustrate the structure of private - public space

relationships for specifìc lots having different land uses. This will be done for

four specific land uses. Figure 49 deals with residential land use . Figure 5O,

will deal with multiple residential land use. Figure 5l deals with the mixed use

of commercial/residential land use. Figure 52 deals with the mixed use of

industrial/residential land use Each lot will be illustrated according to the

distinction of private and public space as described in chapter eight. The

purpose of illustrating these spaces is to correlate the elements of the block to

the private -public structure. This documentation also reveals how different

uses conform to public and private space.

3)The third part called, 'Elements' will illustrate the types of elements that occur in

public and private zones. This will reveal the types of elements that occur in the

specific zones of public and private space. This will follow SAR distinction of

'Building' and 'spaces'. With the use of photographs as illustrated in Figure

53, keyed back to Figure 48, elements have been recorded to provide an

example of variations. A chart is also developed to provide an example of how

to record these elements as illustrated in Figure 54.
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This method for analyzing and developing design guide-lines from the existing built

environment of a neighbourhood allows new interventions to be created which relate to that

neighbourhood. Jon [-ang argued that if architecture and planning follows a process of

description and explanation of phenomena in the built environaent, a better understanding

of how the built environment is experienced and lived in by its inhabitants can be attained,

Therefore, the solutions that result will have a better possibility of becoming successful

interventions.

The second part of the conclusion presents a possible strategy as to how this

documentation process can be integrated into the existing City of Winnipeg's Planning

Policies of "Neighbourhood Management and District Planning".s3 Within the existing

planning policies of the City of Winnipeg, there are already concepts such as

'Neighbourhood Management'and 'Zoning Rationalization' endorsed that enable such a

strategy to become implemented. However, at the moment, it is still at the discretion of the

individual planner as to how that is viewed. As a result, such concepts, if not recognized

by the planner in charge, will not be recognized at all. Therefore, it is important that not

only are these policies incorporated into existing planning policies but to ensure that the

planner, architect and urban designer are aware of the issues facing these mixed use

neighbourhoods, such as West Alexander.

This twofold conclusion, will illustrate the potential for implementing these

methodologies. At the same time, it demonstrates that the validity of the thesis is

substantiated by demonstrating how such a methodology can be used in West Alexander.

Ultimately, if such a strategy were to be implemented, further refinements would continue

to develop into an actual practicing process.

City of Wlnnipeg, Department o[ Environmental Planning, Neighbourhood Mangement and

District Planning
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Lots

Fig.49 Residential l-and use.

Figure 49 reveals the typical public -private space structure for \ü/est Alexander. At

the front of the property we have a typical 15 foot front yard with a front entry verandah

which occurs in the private margin. A fence is typical at the public margin, hedges are also

common. The semi-private zone at the back of the property, typically consists of a garden

and a car garage. By revealing the typical structure of private-public space for West

Alexander, the remaining three illustrations will demonstrate variations on this structure.

This, in turn, will demonstrate how this structure has been adapted to suit different land

uses.
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ffih
Fig.50 Multiple Residential l¿nd use.

Figure 50, illustrates multiple residential land use has adapted the 15 foot front yard

to a 8 foot front yard. By doing this, the transition between private and public is

shortened. Yet all the semi zones and margins are present. This has been achieved by the

use of a stair Ianding extending from the private margin towards the front sidewalk but

falling short to allow a public margin to occur. These types of details, help to maintain the

continuity of the structure of the public - private space. This demonstrates that a corrmon

setback is not necessary to maintain order. In fact, the differences that occur between

different setbacks on streets adds to the perceptual diversity of the block.
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In the illustrations of Figure 51 and 52, mixed use residential, demonstrates

variations to the typical structure of private -public space. In both situations, owners built

an addition to the existing residences within the semi private zone. As was described in

Figure 54 this zone is typically used for the elements of a garuge or garden. It appears that

the owner has enlarged the garage for either industrial or commercial activity. Both of

these examples illustrate that the scale of the addition is in keeping with the existing

residential buildings.

In all these illustrations of different land uses, the structure of private - public space is

adapted to meet the needs of those specific uses. This demonstrates that this structure is

flexible enough to allow a diversity of building setbacks, land uses and building forms. As

a result, the inhabitants have fostered this diversity by responding to their individual needs.

However, this is not necessarily a structure but a dynamic relationship between the

inhabitants and their built environment. For this reason, architecture and planning

interventions must fìrst understånd this system as potential design guidelines. Once this

understanding is developed, interventions become agents that foster the complexity of this

interrelationship.

E le me nts

By systematically looking at the built environment of \ù/est Alexander according to

elements of built form, it is possible to understand the tendencies or patterns of uses as re-

occurring. This concept is what Christopher Alexander calls 'Pattern'. This, in turn, can

lead to design guidelines which can help architects and planners at least have an

understanding of the range of diversity this structure possesses.

In Figure 53, twelve photographs are assembled that try to convey the diversity of

elemenrs found in this block. Each photograph is keyed to Figure 48. The elements

depicted arefences, gardens, stePs, door entries, garages, yards, signs, etc. From these

photographs' a chart is developed (as illustrated in Figure 54), that places these elements

within the structure of private - public space. By listing these elements in this manner, a

variety of options are realized. A designer recognizes the diversity of choice that is

available in establishing the design of an intervention'
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Fig. 54 Chart of Elements as per Zones and Margins.

This process of documentation is meant to be used as a tool in the planning and

design of interventions to the built environment of West Alexander. As such, it is not

meant to be used as a tool to predict the built environment. As was described by Jane

Jacobs, the complexity of the bùilt environment can not be determined or planned, it is part

of an interwoven whole that makes community.
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Strategy for lmplementation

Chapter 8 described the result of the shift in attitudes from urban renewal on the part

of the federal government. This resulted in the development of the rehabilitation approach

to inner city neighbourhoods. This was based on a high degree of community involvement

in the revitalization of neighbourhoods. The result of these initiatives was the introduction

of the Neighbourhood Improvement Program (N.I.P.) in til/innipeg. The new approach

was embodied in the city's committee on urban renewal and redevelopment. The new

approach embodied two major principles:

a)First, it proposed a policy oriented towards neighbourhood improvement Programs

whereby, preservation and rehabilitation measures would be emphasized and

employed on a more selective basis'

b)Second, it encouraged citizens participation throughout its planning and

impl ementation stages.

This shift to revitalization of inner city neighbourhoods lead to the City of Winnipeg

Act of 1971 which, in essence, lead to the decentralization of decision making on local

neighbourhood issues. Prior to this Act, city planning was responsible to develop and

implement city-wide master plans. Whereas in 1972, the city planning emphasis turned to

district planning of existing neighbourhoods through community involvement.

By 1982, the City of rù/innipeg Planning Department was no longer the plamer of the

city, but planners of districts within the city. As a result, city planning was referred to as

'District Planning' and planning policy had developed a municipal committee to hear local

issues pertaining to the built environment of neighbourhoods, known as 'Community

Committees'. Community Committees' mandate was based on the concept of

'Neighbourhood Managementl- In general, neighbourhood management recognizes that

neighbourhoods are the physical, social, and economic blocks of a city and the issues of

local concern are best dealt by that community. By 1982, District planning policy was

turning towards community involvement where local responsibility for local decision

making was becoming much more prevalent.
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Yet in 1982, the City of V/innipeg Department of Environmental Planning noted in

their policy reportsa it needed to clarify its commitment to 'District Planning' and the

concept of 'Neighbourhood Management', particularly in older inner city neighbourhoods.

This revelation shows that the entire department of planniDg was not entirely clear or

committed to this position. As a result, the same report outlined existing tools and roles the

planners could use to work towards this direction.

Among the tools listed was Zoning Rationalizationss. The concept of Zoning

Rationalization is a reaction against zoning which does not reflect the existing land use. In

many cases in inner city neighbourhoods, zoning reflects the zoning plans of Urban

Renewal proposals. Many portions of these neighbourhoods are zoned for uses and

densities beyond what exists on the ground today. For this reason, existing property

owners and residents develop uncertainty and are reluctant to maintain properties and make

a long tern commitment. For this reason, the Zoning Rationalization process is an

impofant tool to be used to change existing zoning to reflect the actual land uses.

As indicated by Chris Knoll56, Planner for West Alexander,TnnrngRationalization

allows neighbourhood mixed uses to be made official in the zoning maps of the city this, in

turn, allows the residential, commercial and industrial uses to have their legal rights

protected as to how that property is used. It is at the level of the block that this thesis

proposes to implement the process of documentation. At this level, the importance of

adjacency of blocks, buildings and lots plays an important role in how these properties can

be used.

City of WInnipeg, Department of Environmental Planrung, Neighbourhood Mangement and

Distnct Planning. P.3.

Cit¡'of Wlnnipeg, Departrnent of Environmental Planning, Neighbourhood Mangement and

Dstrict Planning. P.7.

Ch¡is Knoll was the atænding planner for this file - refer to The city of Winniprg , Ciry
Centre-Foñ Rouge Community Committee, File No. Daz 252191, or detail accounl of issues

and events

56
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As illustrated in 'Elements' in this chapter, there are definite patterns of uses for

public and private zones. Since ZonngRationalization is particularly concerned with the

mixed use inner city neighbourhoods such as V/est Alexander , it appears that such a

process of documentation could begin to provide for district planners and community

groups the information to illustrate their arguments in future conflicts. As such, a Chart of

Elements could be developed, (as illustrated in Figure 54), that could be used to determine

what is and is not acceptâble by the community in these specified zones. In addition,

planners and architects would be responsible for documenting streets, blocks, lots and

elements of these mixed use neighbourhoods, to ensure that all situations would be

documented to reflect the particular circumstances in the zoning maps.

The objective of this strategy would be to provide a documentation, or if you will,

mapping of mixed-use neighbourhoods that could be used to convey the interrelationships

that exist. At the same time, these maps would become the basis for planning new

interventions.

The documentation of an entire neighbourhood such as West Alexander could be

developed by the use of computer aided drafting linked with a computer data base to record

'Elements' within the particular zones. The process of documentation would be as

illustrated previously. At the present time, many of the City of rJ/innipeg maps do provide

physical documentation of these inner city neighbourhoods, and therefore, a portion of the

information gathering is done. However, with respect to Elements in the neighbourhoods,

this information would have to be gathered.

According to Chris Knoll, when a portion of a neighbourhood goes through the

process of Zoning Rationalization, maps are quite often produced by the community

members . These maps then serve as actual working models to produce the documentation

for the ZonngRationalization. Therefore, such maps would be of an valuable asset to

record these zoning changes and provide further detailed information to the community and

inform them of their property rights.

By viewing this underlying structure as part of the form and context of West

Alexander's built environment, one begins to realize the dynamic quality of the structure as
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interwoven with the social and cultural context of the neighbourhood. Built form

throughout chapters 6,7 and 8is represented as manifestations of its social and cultural

context. Yet, even this process has it's reductionist tendencies. For this reason, this

inquiry ought to be viewed only as a single perspective of the built environment. One

should be aware that this is an interpretation of the built environment. For this reason,

these conclusions become a representation of the present situation of the neighbourhood'

This representation, again, can only be an interpretation of the complexity. It is hoped the

reader will reflect on all the observations of this thesis in viewing the neighbourhood.

Further to this, the reader should walk the streets, talk to the people and eat in the

restâurants of the neighbourhood to truly have an understanding of the neighbourhood.

This, in my opinion, is the only way to truly understand the neighbourhood complexity that

has been conveyed in this documentation of West Alexander. In the words of Italo

Calvino:

I could tell you hou' man¡' steps malie up the streets rising like stairu'ays, and the degree of

the arcades'curves, and u'hat kind of zinc scales cover the roofs; but I already knou' thls

u'ould be rhe same as telling you nothing. The citl' does not consist of this, but of

relationships between the measurements of irs space and the events of its past.57

Both the methodologies of Habraken and Moudon demonstrate their value as

methodologies which architecture and planning can use in determining interventions to a

built environment like \West Alexander. Unfofunately, modern orthodox architecture and

planning views still regulate city building activities. As a result, lüy'est Alexander

inhabitants still have to continue to form resident associations and protect their choice to

live in their neighbourhoods. However, this is changing in San Francisco. Moudons

methodology has played an important role in the drafting of new planning codes for

residential areas. Residents of West Alexander can only hope that Winnipeg's planning

commission and architectural associations jump so easily on the band wagon of fostering

diversity in the built environments of our neighbourhoods, as they did when the band

wagon came around with the views of modern orthodox architecture and planning

Italo Calvino, 'lnvisible Cities'. pp.l0
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